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USE A

HARDIE
FOUNTAIN PEN
$1.00
AND

$1.50
Two

Sizes,

Guaranteed perfect

HARDIE

JEWELER

i This is the Season
of

Mineral Waters
Are Used.

WE HAVE THEM
AT

S. A. MARTIN’S
Drug aud Book

The MethodistEpiscopalchurch of

Store,

Sth & River Sts.

*

Free Text Books.
The adoption of the free text book is
becoming more general and, we may
say, more beneficial, each year. The
merits of the system cannot be doubted. The last 10 years have witnessed
its wide expansion, and where it has
been put in practice it has met with

Holland held its Fourth Quarterly conference on Tuesday night of this week.
There was a good attendance and reports from committiesshow that the
year has been successful. There are
two Sunday schools in connection with
the work, one at Holland and one at the greatest success.
Ventura. There is usually a falling There are many reasons why the plan
off in numbers at this season of the should be supported. Its increased
year but the average attendanceof school attendance in rural districts,
teachers and scholars for the quarter mainly because as pupils advance in
was 279. The report of the treasurer their grades and are promoted into
showed a deficit in current expenses, higher grades they require more exbut as the conference yehr does not pensive and a larger number of books
close until September 14 it is expected with which to pursue their studies.
that all dues will be paid in full by Many parents withdraw their children
that date. There will be an increase from school for no other reason than
in the amount of money raised for thatthey are unable to purchase books
missions over last, year and a small necessary for their advancement.
Increase in church membership. The
Free text books remove this obstacle.
following officers and committeeswere The attendance of the child at a pubelected for the coming year:
lic school does not involve the purchase
Stewards— W. A. Holley, J. A. Mabbs, of a set of expensive books, which after
C. L. Stillman, I. H. Fairbanks, J. A. a short period of attendance during the
Kooyers, Martin Looyengoed, Peter winter months remain a burden upon
Knutson, Jacob Knutson, Fred Wright, the parents’ hands. Should the child
Nils Hansen, James O. Scott. Stew- attend but one week he has the adards at Ventura—Mrs. Hattie Gunn, vantage of a full set of hooks which
Mrs. Cora Ausslcker.
upon his departure from the school reTrustees of Church and Parsonage— main to fill the needs of others who
John Nies, J. A. Mabbs. W. A. Holley, may cohie. Often a new pupil is imC. L. Stillman, I. H. Fairbanks, Jos- properly classified at the opening of the
eph Warnock, Austin Harrington, I. H. fall term, a list of the books that are
Garvelink, John Baldwin. Trustees lit necessary in that grade is given the
Ventura—Fred Gunn, Earl Johnson, parent by the teacher. Later the pupil
Geo. Smith, Orris Buchanan, Charles shows that he is unable to continue
Miles.
the work, totally unfit for the grade
Recording Steward— I. H. Fairbanks. in which the former teacher classified
District Steward— Dr. J. A. Mabbs.
him The result is that a new set of
Committees on Missions and Church books are purchasedand the first set
Benevolence— Dr. James O. Scott, Wil- He unused in the pupil’s desk, a need-

fred Beerg, Dr. J. A. Mabbs, Lulu
Boggs, Jennie Grimes, Alita Fairbanks, Zoa Benedict, Fannie B. Still-

man, Arthur Gumser, Rev, W.

P.

Manning, Mrs. Iva Hattersly.
Committee on Temperance—Fred
Wright, C. St. Clair. D. M. Shaw.
Committee on Church Records— W.
A. Holley, Peter Knutson, J. A. Kooy-

when

the Year

METHODIST CONFERENCE.

ers.

A

26, 1904.

Personal.
Peter Van Anrooy, who has been employed for some time with the tea and
coflfee house of D. F. Helmer & Co., of
Grand Rapids, and stationed at Kalamazoo, visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Van Anrooy, West Thirteenth street, this week. He left
Wednesday for Jackson, where he will
open a branch store for the firm.
J. M. Van Zoeren, with the shoe firm
of Goorge H. Reeder & Co., of Grand
Rapids, called on the trade here Wednesday. Mr. Van Zoeren lately bought
a fine home on Fourth avenue in Grand
Rapids.

A BIG SNAP

C.- J. Towne, father of ex-United
States Senator Charles A. Towne, for-

merly of Lansing and

now

of

New

Next Wednesday

York, has left his cottage at the park
and is now visiting In Lansing.
Prof, John Nies of the Lewis Institute, Chicago, is resorting at Suugatuck fit Fred Wade’s cabin.

25c, 30c and 35c

Mis* Dena Vruggink of South Blendou Hf the guest of Miss Elizabeth Van
Anrooy, south of the city.
Mrs. J. Van Aisburg of Grand Rapids
and Miss Hester Cook of Beaverdam
called on relatives for a few days.
Mr/ and Mrs. Abram Ver Lee, soutli
of the city, last week attended the annual reunion at the home of Mr, and
Mrs. „H. Brill at Zeeland in honor of
their Old mother, Mrs. P. Ver Lee.

13c. per yd.

Prot. Herbert G. Keppel of Evanston, 111., is visiting relatives in Zeeland
and called on friends In this city.

weeks, has returned to Chicago.

1

READ THE AD. OF THE

Van Ark Furniture Co.
in this Issue.

It will interest you.

yon want a good

-

Watch^

—

cheap
GO to

C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store
Holland, Mich.

tory departmentor for college should
meet the Faculty in- Graves hall on
Tuesday, September 20, at 9 a. m., to
present their certificates or diplomas.
Others may then be examined for entrance into any of the classes.
For further information or catalogue,
apply to
G. J. Kollen, President.

DO YOU NEED A HOME?
Modern homes at

reasonable prices

can be secured at present and with a
good prospect that the property will
steadily increase .in value. M. Van
Putten has at present four dwelling
houses nearly completed, all built according to modern ideas of comfort. Mr.
Van Putten has been- doing an extensive business iu selling houses ami buyers are always satisfied, as his prices
on new houses are so close that it pays

the buyer. Building so many houses

the

3 National Life Insurance Co. t he

Miss Kiuie F. Doesburg has returned from Chicago after a week’s

In order that

is able to get the very best figures

may have an even chance we

Wednesday

See them

in the

West Window.

Alderman and Mrs. Will Hayes are
entertainingMrs: Alice Fliehman and
son Lloyd of Milwaukee.

BLEACHED TABLE LINEN

29

Former Senator Charles A. Towne of
Minnesota and Mrs. Towne were guests
at the cottage of Mr. Towne’s parents
It is not too early to call the atten- at Ottawa Beach. They were on their
tion of the farmer, stock raiser, poultry way to New York.
man. fruit grower, in fact to all that Henry and John Weever of Drenthe
are interestedin our annual fair. Now were in town Monday.
is the lime to look over the premium
C. W. Humphrey of Ironwood visited
list and make up your minds what you
wish to show. The premiums are lib- in this vicinity a few days.
eral in all departmentsand well worth
your efforts to be the winning one.
Census of Allegan County.
Each year we see new faces, new articles and let this year be no exception, Circularshave been sent out from the
we would call particular attention to office of the secretary of state at Lanthe poultry department. With prem- sing giving the populationof the towniums belter than ever, we hope to have ships and villages of Allegan county as
the poultry building filled. Help the follows:
old stock moult early by penning them Allegan (including Allegan viland feeding them very little, the hulk lage, 2,705 ....................... 3.011
of food to be bran for 10 days. Then
feed them heavier than their regular Cheshire ................
rations, add a little oil meal or poultry Clyde (including part of Fennvllie village, 285) ..... ........... 1.051
food twice a week and they will be in
Dorr .................... ........ 1,81<>
shape for our big 1004 fair.
Fillmore ................
L. S. SPRIETSMA.
Get Ready for the

all

snap ever offered in Holland.

Miss Eva Anderson, deputy city clerk,
is on a two weeks’ vacation trip to the
Pacific coast.

.

cts. a yd.

A

big pcrchase of 54 inch Bleached Table Linen, good assortment of patterns at 29 cts a yd.

Our stock of new Fleece Lined Waistings and
Wrapper goods are in. Come and

see

them.

nVander«ltiis
No. 30 East 8th St.

Fair.

...

tttttmmiimmttmtt
I

13 cents a yard

\

morning. This is the greatest Embroidery

visit.

£ on material and- also labor.
One residence at 9S West Sixteenth
Ganges ................
United States of America £ street is nearly completed.It is equipGunplain (including Plainweilped with furnace, hath room, electric BOARD AND ROOMS NEEDED- village, 1,321) ...... ’.. ........... 2.103
C. BRADFORD, DISTRICT mgr.
light and gas, roomy basement, fine Anyone wishing to let rooms or to Heath .................
Office over the Postoffice.
lawn and requires no more outlay to furnish hoard to students will please Hopkins ..............8.
Citizens Phone 047.
move into.
Holland, Mich.
communicate with Prof. Henry Boers. La koto wn ......................... 1,005
On the southwest corner of Pine and 124 West 12th Street. Please state lo- Lee
................
Fifteenth streets ire has three houses cation, price, young men or young Leighton ..........................1,0SI
nearly ready. The corner house is fitted women preferred.Whether room or Manlius (Includingpart of Fennout with all the modern conveniences, table board can bp furnished or both. vli!e village. 201) ................ 1,10(1
hath room, furnace electricity and gas, If any desire to have some chores done Martin ............................1,1.74
all basement,front hail and vestibule by young men or some housework by Monterey .........................1,277
and has the lower rooms finished in young women In part payment of their Otsego (IncludingOtsego village,
oak. It would make a splendid com- hoard, they can he accommodated, as 2,bi8 .............................3,102
fortable home. The other two houses a number of students have already Overlsel .........................1.735
also have bath rooms -and arrange- applied for such opportunity.
Salem ......................
1,500
ments are made for furnaces and make Aug. 25,
Saugatuck (Including Saugatuck
G. J. Kollen.
«f

L.

manufacturer had several thousand yards
ends of Fine Embroideries. We secured part of the purchase and will place
them on sale next Wednesday at

last

SCOTT

DR.

H

A

will not sell a yard before 9 o’clock

. alt Lake, Utah, is visiting his paroughly equipped laboratoriesin Chemcollege. Hope college is here— take ents |I)r. and Mrs. H. Kremers.
istry. Physics, ami • Biology. Courses
advantageof it.
in Mathematics,History, Pshychology,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Van Anrooy and
The Old Reliable Mover has taken Pedagogy, Literature, etc. Besides
daughter, West Thirteenth street, visup the work of moving buildings English the following languages are
TO CHICAGO IN THREE HOURS. ited Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Anroov
at Grand Rapids yestrday.
again and is ready to do all kinds taught: Greek. Latin. French. German. Dutch. Spanish, and Italian. If the scheme of some marine men Mrs. Charles P. Dutton and two sons
of building moving and machinery Teacher’s course entitling the gradu- materializes,the time from Holland to
are visiting the St. Louis fair.
ate to a State Teacher’s Ceitificate.A Chicago will in some future time be
•business. Citz. phone 244.
Min»' ElizabethHulbert of Battle
music
department
covering
instruc- cut down to three hours. A dispatch
Residence, 156 east 14th St.
tions in piano, organ, voice, violin and from Chicago Btutes that marine men
are carefully laying plan* fftr the bCHJtheory.
Connectedwth the College proper is ing of turbine power steamboatsthat
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Kollen have
a PreparatorySchool, or Academy, will revolutionizetravel on the lakes. returnedfrom an extended visit to
It
is
expected
that
boats
will
run
from
covering four years of instructions,
Boston and other eastern cities.
which pupils holding an 8th grade di- Chicago to St. Joe in ninety minutes, Wm. Borgman and family of HamilJ. 0.
to
South
Haven
in
two
hours,
to
Holploma can enter without examination.
ton visited relatives here yesterday
DENTIST. This
Preparatory School fits the stu- land in three hours and to Grand Ha- and took in the farmer’s picnic.
Office Over Doesbubo'b
dent for entrance into Hope College ven in four hours. It is stated that
Robert Douma left this week for
Drug Store.
or other first class collegesor univer- formal announcement of the company
Colorado where he will engage in
Hours. 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 5 p. ia.
sities. Entrance and graduationfees planning this, will be made before the teaching.
Evenings by appointmentClt. Phone 441.
are low. Rate of living is very reason- end of the present marine season. Plans
Prof. Charles Knooihuizenof Fowlable, and students seeking self-support for the first steamer are now in the
hands of an expert shipbuilder. The erville is visiting relatives here. He Is
can often find employment.
College opens September 21, at 9 a. boats will be fitted out and decorated superintendentof schools in Livingston
county.
m. Applicants for either the prepara- in the finest way possible.

SIMON LIEVENSE

Wide

Embroideries for

who fill leading positions in life, are
young men from the farms. Young Martmis Nies of Paterson.N. J
man -in the city, why is this so? passed through this city on his way to
Your chances are just as good, then the PI. Louis fair and called' on John
HOPE COLLEGE, HOLLAND, MICH. why do you not make up your mind Nies and other friends.
get an educaton— whether you will
F. H. Carr will remove his brokerage
A college of the sciences and the to
later take up a professionor business— office into rooms over John Bosnian’s
liberalarts, empoweredto grant the
need it. The young men and tailor ,6hop,
A. B., and other degrees, having a you
women from the farms and from the Robert Kremers, civil engineer at
.faculty of fourteen members. Thorcity, need an institution like Hope
resolutionrequesting the return of Rev.
A. T. Luther for the coming year.

*

-FOR-

Rev. Peter Marsiljeyesterday started
on his return to Oklahoma as missionary of the Reformed church. He will
less expense. "CORRESPONDENT.”
be stationed at Lawton, Comanche
county, which is a new field.
/ GET AN EDUCATION.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Sprietsma are visitHope college again opens for the ing friends in Chicago. With them refall term September 21, at 9 a. m. It turned their grandson.Charles Van
is well to call attention to the com- Reenen, who had visitedthem for two
municationof President G. J. Kollen months.
in this issue. It gives the young man
Mrs. E. Hines, who has been visiting
or woman an idea of what studies they with Mrs. James De Young for a few

Parsonage and Furniture— Dr. J. A. can take up at that well-known InMabbs, Mrs. John Nies, Eva Bottume. stitution. A thorougheducation gives
Church Music— W. A. Holley, I. H. a person a better chance in life. Young
Fairbanks, J. A. Mabbs, J. A. Kooy- men and women from the farms should
ers, Rev. W. P. Manning.
take advantage of the splendid opEstimating Committee—C. L. Still- portunities offered at Hope college.
man, M. Looyengoed.I. H. Garvelink, An education is not beyond the reach
John Nies, Peter Knutson.
of the average young man. and it is
The relations between church ami a noticeable fact that a large perpastor have been very harmonious centage of the young men who take
and the board passed a unanimous advantage of the opportunitiesand
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Souvenirs
Stevenson’s
JEWELKY
He has the

STORE.

finest assortment of Diamonds,

Watches

Clocks, Silverware,Cut Glass Fine China
and an endless variety of Novelties.

.

You Want the Best.

C. A.

..

1904.

very desirableresidences.

We want to

prove to you that

have it. Here are

We

a few

we

FACTS.

have

The Finest Souvenirs.
The Finest Cut Glass.

The Finest Watches.
The Finest Silverware

The Finest Hand
Painted China.

Geo. H. Huizinga
THE RELIABLE JEWELER
30 East 8th St.

Holland Gained 1,176.
The census figures for Michigan show
that Holland has made a good growth
compared with other cities. Of a number of cities in western Michigan shown
below, Holland leads them all:

DAISY CREAMERY

AMONG THE

BEST.

village, (133; Douglas village,
435 ...............................2,135
Trowbridge .......................1,205
Valley .............................
527

STEVENSON

Watch Inspector
I’ere Marquette it.

Holland, Mich.

ft.

The reports of the tests of butter Watson ............................1,101
made at the St. Louis fair show that Wayland (including Wayland
village, G57) .....................1,898
butter from this state is among the

best. The "ChicagoDairy Produce" In
Total ................
38,048
its July report gives a list; among
1004. 1000. them are Lambertus Tinholt of the
The Farmer, Stock Breeder and
Benton Harbor ...» ...... 0,702 0,.r*02 Daisy Creamery at Graafschap, 92 per
Poultry Fancier
Big Rapids ........... ...4,652 4.0S0 eenL and Walter Hall of Hillards 95
Allegan Real Estate Transfers.
Cadillac .....
0.803 5,007 per cent.
Herman Freeman and wife to John
all need a reliable disinfectantthat Is effectiveaud at the same
Charlotte................4.720 4,002
Freeman, parcel of land on section 10.
time at a reasonablecost. Such an article Is
Cheboygan ...............
0,730 0,480
Salem, 63,000.
Grand Haven ............ 5.230 4,743
Ferris Won a Chair at Big Rapids.
Peter L. Hawley and wife to William
Greenville................
3.421 3.381.
Mich., Aug. 23— The ladies
J. Schwander, 71 acres on section 3.
Hastings .................
3.558 3,172 ofPetoskey,
A pint bottle costs 80c and makes 16 gallons of reliable dislnfectaut
Lockwood hospital held a voting Dorr, 64.500,
by simply adding that much
Holland ..................8,000 7.700 contest between the Democrat and
Cures mange and all parasitic affections of Dogs, Horses
Ionia ......................
5.222 5.209 Republican state nominees, the one re- William H. Beach and wife to Jacob
Ludlngton ................
7.250 7,100 ceiving the highest number of votes to Henry Beiger, lot 172. Maeatawa Park:
North Muskegon ........
513
be honored with a tine upholstered
Petoskey .................5.1S0 5.285 chair. W. N. Ferris. Democrat, for John J. Calleward. admr., to William
South Haven .............3.707 4,009 governor, received 1.173; F. M. Warner, A. Burfee. 15 acres on section23. MarSt. Joseph .................
5.322 5.155 Republican, for governor, received721. tin, $299.51.
The chair will be expressedto Mr. George W. Hopetnan and wife to
Ferris, as he received the largestvote. Hendrink Brumink. 20 acres of section
Marriage Licenses.
The vote also shows the feeling here 8, Heath. 680.
Henry R. Van Eyck. 45. Holland;. on the question of primary reform.
Klaas Dykstra and wife to Derk
Elizabeth Mohr. 42, Holland.
Slekkers,20 acres on section 7. Heath,
Martin M. Kline, 23, Holland; Agnes
Before you get your new tailor-made $318.Wc are here with a full line of ORANGES. LEMONS. FIGS
be Boer. 19, .Saugatuck.
suit for fail and winter wear be sure
DATES. GRAPES. APPLES, NUTS, CANDIES, CIGARS
CorneliusHoogenstyn,24. Holland; and see the new line shown by Du Mez
and TOBACCOS. Call and investigate. We will interestyou.
Rose Charland, 19. Holland.
MENS’ SHOES.
Bros. They have a large assortment
Always welcome at
Joe DeSwaan. 21. Holland; Martha at reasonable prices. Read their adRalston Health and Douglas shoes,
Wiersema, 10, Holland.
vertisement on page 8 of this issue. best «n earth, at Lokker- Rutgers Ce. , >«. 244 River Street

KRESO

428

$1,200.

water.
Cattle.and

I

i
J

1

j

j

Con

ITS UP

,

JePree's Drugstore

1

TO YOU!

DAMSON & CALKIN’S

been ordered to he ready to protectthe
neutralityof Shanghai.

Tl

CONFEBENCE Or THE CONSULS

Go-Carts

Bom l* and Japan Both RaprpMatoi—
Matter Kflfrrrcd to Peking

PEOPLE WE KNOW.
and

Shanghai, Aug. 23.— John Goodnow,
the United States consul general, who

Uncle Sam

It

Not

in

the Butinete

of Vindicating China'e

Neutrality.

Th*y Arc Holland Paopla, and What

dean of the consular corps, presid-

Is

ed at the meeting of the foreign consuls held here. All foreign countries
with consulateshere were represented.

For some time to come the greater
portion of the skim milk at creameries
will be used ds food for the lower ani-

mals. How

to treat It so as to have it

M. Odagiri, the Japanese consul, and
Kleinmenoff, the Russian consul,
were in attendance.M. Odagiri left a
sick bed to attend the meeting. He

Thay Say

la

of Loeal Intarait.

Baby

When an incident like the following
occurs right here nt home, it Is bound
to carry weight with our readers. So
many strange occurrences go the
rounds of the press, are published as
facts, people become skeptical. On one
subject skepticismis rapidly diRap>
pearing.This is due to the actual ex*
perlence of our citizens, and their publice utterances regardingthem. The
doubter must doubt no more In the

returned to the farmer In good condition Is a very important question.Possibly I cannot do better than give an
outlineof the method followed in the
ConferenceHeld by the Foreign Con- made a vigorous protest against the dairy departmentof the Ontario Agripresence of the Russian cruiser and cultural college, Guelph, Canada, says
inis at Shanghai
torpedo Hitt destroyer in Shanghai Professor Dean of that college.
Tbe whole milk is heated by a Dan- face of such evidencens this. The
harbor, and dcvlarod that China had
public statement of a reputable citizen
Declfllon In That China Must Main- failed in iter duties as a neutral pow- ish pasteurizerto a temperature of 180 living right here at home, one whom
er. He asserted that the Japanese to 183 degrees F. Tbe milk flows di- you can see every day, leaves no
tain Her Own Neutralitjr-Hot
itad the right to take the step of en- rectly into a cream separator, where ground for the skeptic to stand on.
Speech by the Jap Reptering the harbor and seizingtin* two the cream and skim milk part compaMrs. Jan DeKok, of 214 West Elevresentative.
vessels. The attitude of M. Odagiri ny. The skim milk drops into a small enth street, says: “I was bothered for
tank, and from there it is elevated by years more or less with heavy, achwas warlike and uncompromising.
M. Kleinmenoff protestnlagainst the means of a rotary pump to a galvan- ing pains in my back. I could not rest
Rome. Ans. 2I».— A dispatch to The
entering of the harbor Sunday by a ized iron skim milk tank in the attic comfortably and It was painful for me
Italia Milita from Shanghai states that Japanese torpedo IhmI destroyer, and of the dairy building. Before the milk to stoop or straightenup. Seeing
General Kuropatkin, iu (vnumt'Hl of insisted upon the rigid of tin* two goes into the pipes some water Is first Doan’s Kidney Pills so highly recommended I got a box at J. O. Doesburg's
Russian fojves opposing the Japanese Russian warships in question to re- pumped through in order to cleanse
drug store and tried them. They reand wet the pipes. The pipes are also lieved mo right away and In a short
In Manchuria, has abandoned Uao main and repair damages.
A suggestion made by the British washed after the milk lias been pump- time my complaint disappeared entireYang.
consul to refer the entire matter to ed. This is allowed to flow out of the ly. Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine
Chefoo, Aug. 2X— Port Arthur Isas Peking was adopted. In tin* mcantimo skim milk tank before any milk goes remedy.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by art
all lint fallen— General Stoessel's resi- tin* work on tin* Askold is to cease for In.
Once a week a strong soda solution dealers.Price 50 cents. Foster-MlIdence has been captured by the Japan- forty-eight hours, and no further steps
are to ho taken by the consuls, who is pumped through the pipes to cleanse burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y„ sole agents
esc — 'I'uipangtzebill is lost. After
will await instructionsfrom the re- them. As soon as there is sutlicient for tbe U. S. Remember the name,
three days of ouitinuous lightingthe
spective governments. It was unani- skim milk for the patrons to begin Doan’s, and take no substitute.
Japanese,in invinciblecharges over mously decided by the consuls that drawing out they Insert cheeks into
exploding mines and through wire en- China cannot shirk her responsibilitya skim milk weigher, which delivers
tanglements, have obtained new vic- as a neutral state by handling this eighty-livepounds of skim milk for
tories and' brought the siege of the matter over to the consuls for ad- each 100 pounds of whole milk sent to
justment.
tlie creamery. This hot skim milk is
czar's Gllbralterto its last stages.
The viceroy of Nanking lias refused run directly into tlie patrons' cans, and
Washington,Aug. 23.-—Consul Gen- the request of Taotai Yuan that a Chi- we request them to set the skim milk
nese fleet lie dispatched to Shanghai. in tanks of cold water as soon as they
eral Goodnow has cabled the state do
paitment that the conference of for- United States Consul General Good- reach the farm and Ito keep tbe ves- 4*v^-:*v-:vv*:-*x-v:*-:*vv-:*>-:*4'*:*^4*-i*4-4*
now declares that he has no intention sels clean into which the skim milk Is
eign consuls at Shanghai, which adof interferingbeyond protecting Unit- put. By following this plan we have *
•ijourned yesterday morning, was reed Statesan property.Another meet- been able to furnish our patrons with V
sumed in the afternoon. After a good ing of the consular hotly lias been
a quality of skim milk nearly equal to
Porter’s
V
deal of discussion no solutionwas of- called for 3 o'clock this afternoon to
hand separator milk.
fered for the present condition of af- further consider the Askold-Grozoboi
Clmmpinn Guernsey- Bull.
•:*
fairs, and it was suggested that each situation.
A magnificent specimen of the Guernconsul report directly to I.’s own govsey breed is the* bull Prince Rosendnle
JAPS ARE BLOODILY REPULSED
ernment asking what should be done
4291, says American Agriculturist,
if anything. Goodnow had no sugIs the BSST,
Story of n itiissinn Correspondentof Fight- from which the illustration is copied. *
gestions to offer to the state departHe is at the head of the herd of ClayHas the BODY to it.
ing at Port Arthur.
ment He has been given instruetionc Liao- Yang. Aug. 23.— A Russian cor- ton C. Taylor of Erie county, N. Y..
and was bred in Wisconsin by Charles
Cures Coughs,Colds, Croup, Whooping
which it is believed will prevent the
respondentof the Associated Press
Cough, Asthma, Bronchitis,Sore Throat,
United States from being entangled tells a terriblestory of the Japanese L. Hill. At tlie Pan-Americanhe was
T
Irritation of Throat, Dry HackingCough,
tlie
champion
of
the
herd,
winning
In the settlement of the question of
losses before Port Arthur. Ho says twenty-two prizes on an exhibit of T Catarrhal Troubles. Lung Diseases.
China’s neutrality at Shanghai.
Will preventconsumptionif taken in time.
“There were five desperateassaults
Once tried it becomes a neccssi'y in the
Wo Are Not Interfering.
on Green hills July 2d, the Japanese

WHICH DISAPPOINTS THE BOSS M.

Carriages

l

The Largest Assortment in the City.

Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,
Draperies,
A

very complete line and offered at the

lowest prices,

RINCK & CO.

A. C.

Just Pet a Package
Stmlight Flakes
When

that is finished you will want
Crisp, delicious, .healthful.
Fully cooked. Eat with milk or cream.
A beautiful imported china cereal
bowl given with double size package.
Other dishes and valuable gifts can
be obtained by saving ends of standard
size packages—Absolutely Free.

more.

Dr,

Walsh-DeRoo Milling
& Cereal Co.

Syrup

Goodnow had

ance of the Japanese vessel in the
harbor there. He made no mention
of the reported action of the United
States torpedo boat It is asserted

On

the
Ask for Dr. Porter's

final assault, however, ' the Japanese

broke badly, throwing

away

and accept no cheap substitute.

their

guns, cartridge belts, and even their
boots, to facilitatetheir flight, and
positively at the navy department that
leaving 7,000 dead or wounded.
the United States Meet at Shanghai is
“The assault on Green hills was renot charged with the protection of pented on July 27, and there were fre. Chinese neutralityby any special inquent hand-to-handencounters, the
structions. No instructionshave boon
Russiansleaving the trenches to folsent to Admiral Stirlingto interfere low their enemies. The assaults of
with the action of Japanese Vessels.'* July 28 and July 20 on the Wolf hills
Chauncey’aTrip Wa» Nut Hoattl*.
were not followedup, the Japanese
press dispatch from Shanghai being too severely shaken. We evacuquotes Rear Admiral Stirling as say- ated the Wolf hills chiefly for strategic
ing that the trip of the torpedo boat reasons.
destroyer Chauncey from Woosung to
“Tile assault of July 30 was made
Shanghai Sunday was to carry dis- in the dark of night, in the hope of
patches. Her movements had no con- surprising the Russians. Sixty thounection with the arrival of the Jap- sand men were hurled against our 13.anese torpedo boat destroyer,between 000, but we drove them back again
which and the Askold the Chauncey and again at the point of the bayonet
Is said to have stood to prevent anoth- The Japanese poured in fresli liattaler Chefoo incident.The Japanesetor- ions, and the slopes, covered with the
pedo boat destroyer which entered the dead and the dying, literally ran with
harbor Sunday has departed with dis- blood. As near as can Ik? ascertained
patches for the Japanese fleet. •
this assault cost the Japanese 10,000

•H*

IS

GETTING BUST

Watching a Jap Ship That Steam* Into
Czar's Vessel Overtaken
Harbor at ShanghaL

-

London, Aug. 22. — A telegram from
Shanghai, dated yesterday,says:
“Shan glia I was thrown into a fever of
excitementthis afternoon by the arrival of a Japanese torpedo boat,
which was sighted coining in from the
south at half past 4 o’clock. She
passed Woosung at full speed, and
started up the River Ju for Shanghai.
The United States torpedo boat destroyer Chauncey slipped her cable and

by

Japs 530

Miles Northeast of Vladivostok.
Tokio, Aug. 23.— Cut off in its at-

tempt to reach Vladivostok, the Russian cruiser Novik, fleeingfrom Port
Arthur, was overtakenby the Japanese cruisers Cbltose and Tsushima,
beaten, riddledwith shots and beached
In a sinking condition at Korsakoff,
Island of Sakhalin. J>50 miles northeast
of Vladivostok. Of the fight few de-

known. The Novik. seeking
safety after the sensationaldash from
followed the Japanese destroyer. The Port Arthur Aug. 10. however, was
Japanese boat was cleared for action. evidently driven off its course by freShe anchored off the Cosmopolitan quent flights from Japanesevessels.
dock, where the Russian cruiser AsWhen finallyovertaken a running
kold is undergoing repairs.
fight followed, in which the Novik,
“The Chauncey came to anchor prac- despite its desperate resistance,was
tically between the dock and the Japso badly damaged that it was necesanese destroyer. A Japanese battle- sary to run for the shore to escape
ship and two cruisers are cruising foundering in open sea. The fate of
twenty miles outside of Woosung. the crew is as yet uncertain,but it is
There are at present no Chinese men- supposedthat those who did not fall
of-war in this port, but the taotai lias
in the light reached Korsakoff.
telegraphed that a Chinese cruiser be
ItiiRKliiiiH
Silcncfl .lap ItatteiieK.
sent immediately.The Russian consul
general here flatly refuses to disarm
St Petersburg, Aug. 23.—
disthe Askold and the Russian torpedo patch from Chefoo, dated Aug. 22,
boat destroyer Grozovoi, or to order says that according to Chinese rethem to leave the harbor.
ports tlie Japanese yesterday bom“The taotai haauotlfied United States barded Port Arthur from (J o’clock in
Consul Goodnow, who is dean of the the morning until 1 o’clock in the
consular body, that China cannot pro- afternoon, but that the Russians suctect the foreign settlements. He con- ceeded in silencing the Japanese battends that Russia ignores the orders teries.
issued by China, and that China has
Russian Gunboat Strikes Mine.
not the means of making her obey
Tokio. Aug. 20.— A Russian gunboat
them. Consul Goodnow has called a
meeting of the consular body to take of the Otvanjni type struck a mine and
sank off Laoti promontory,the exJoint action for the protection of foreign inhabitants. The Askold is treme southernpoint of the Kwang
docked adjacentto the warehouses Tung peninsula on which Port Arthur
is situated at 8 o’clock on Thursday
tails are

A

here of the Standard Oil company,
which are valued at over 11,000,000.
The Standard Oil company has demanded protectionfor its property
from Consul Goodnow.
The dock where the Askold lies is
owned by British interests. On one
side of this dock is German and Dutch
propertyand on the other side United
Statesan property. There are eight
United States, one German, two British and four French warships here.
The United States monitor Monndnook
snd two toipedo boat destroyers have

--
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Heber Walsh. $. A. Martin. C. D. Smith.

DRUGGISTS.

For Sale.
Eight acres of land about sixty
rods east of city limits. Suitable
for suburban home and for raising
fruits.

MARSILJE & KOOYERS.
First State

m'A

.

_

Bank Block.

CULTIVATORS

Or. Porter’s Cough Syrup
Cures all

The Kraus Pivot-Axle Cultivatorsare taking the lead with the best post-

CHRONIC COUGHS.

best oTsatt
I

the

DAIRY
*
LUNCH AND

men.”

CRUISER NOVIK BEACHED

X* *X* •X**K*

FOR SALE BY

A

UNCLE SAM

MICHIGAN

family. Pleasantto take— adults and children like It. Fine for whooping cough.

previouslycabled the returning each time with apparently

state department telling of the appear- inexhaustible reinforcements.

HOLLAND

PRINCE ItOSENDALE 4291.
twenty-three bead. He is a large,
thrifty, vigorous animal of great substance and constitution,very deep
bodied, good length and flue handler,
large development and well placed
rudimentaries and consideredby many
expert judges a wonderfullystrong
dairy type.

f

tf''6 handle<i for ei“ht yearfl an<1 find th»tit

is

giving the very

...

*

handle the BUCKEYE Mowers and Binders and have yet to hear frem
complaint.

first

price8^®tabove. mh*chinery is not made by trust companies and

I

can give you

Also the Ohio Farmer’s High Grade Fertilizer can be secured frem me.

RESTAURANT

J

ohn

Koops,

Fillmore Centra,Mich.

Lunches of all kinds and short

l

The Graham & Morton Trans. Co.

order work.
Billiardsand Pool in connection.

Convenientto

Speed la Milking.

100

stop at.

Monro* Street, Corner Ionia,

GRXND RXPIDS, MICH.
Tlie quicker the milker the richer the
milk if tlie work Is done well and completely. Two milkers, one rapid and
the other slow, will get about the same
Docs your Stomach trouble you? Ar* your
quantity of milk, but tlie former will
get more fat. The difference between Bowel* regular? Are you Ifllllous?
‘ffi.
a rapid and a slow milker coilntsin S
IfllllousnesR, Headache.
butter or money.— Dairy and Creamery.

Y-RE-CO

25c

LMCr

perbottle&tHeber Walsh’s Drug Storo.

Ilnylng Dairy Cows.
In buying a dairy cow look well to
FARM FOR SALE.
tlie udders. They should be well up
in front and high up in the rear, teats
An 80-acre farm, good orchard,130
of good size and well placed and far apple trees and 500 peach trees. Good
enough apart so that the animal can be bouse and barn and good water. For
milked without constantlyhitting sale on good terms and reasonable price
knuckles, says Farmer’s Advocate. Enquire of owner
J. S. Holmes,
Fat, fleshy udders are objectionable.
16
Olive Center Mich.
They should milk down well and be
Address, Zeeland, R. R. 1.
soft and flexible, having plenty of tissue to perform their work. The price
Poultry-men,
of ordinary cows ranges from $30 to
Ifyour chickens are troubled with
$00, but there may be more profit In
lice use the Wolverine Fumigating
the $33 one than in tlie one costing nest egg. It will keep your chickens

tf

$00. The main consideration, is whether she will make 130 or 350 pounds of
butter in a year or give 1,000 or 7,000
pounds of milk, and a differenceof a
few dollars is unimportant if you get
tbe best cow for tin* expenditure.

free from all

vermin. Call on
R. ZEERIP,
54 West 9th Street,

Until further notice two of the palace steamers of this Lino will
run between Holland and Chicago on the following schedule:—
Leave* Holland at a. m. and 9 p. m. Ottawa Reach at 10 a. m. and 10 p. ra.
Loaves Chicago at » a. m. and 9 p. m. - The fara fare an the day beat is ll.fO
each way, taking afiVct Monday, July 18. The fare on the night beat 11.50 oae
!»

way,— or

t’J

&

f

Alton Rv

.

J

.Season limit ticket .................. $15.70
60 day limit ticket .................. 13.20
15 day limit ticket .................. 12.00
7 day limit ticket .................. 9.05

The seven day ticket
day and Thursday.
On the
and 10 p.

m.

is

way.

limited to sale twice a

week

in Michigan, Tues-

St. Joseph divisionsteamers leave St. Joseph
Fare $1.00 each

every day

The right is reserved to change this schedule without
J. S.

Morton, Sec’y &

Holland.

Rocky Mountain Tea works for manDairy NoIvn.
kind both day and night,
Since the largestamount of contami- That's why it is famous the world o’er
and o’er.
nation comes from the udder during
It
will not let you turn over and
milking, it is important that all udders
take another snore.
be washed before milking.
Haan Bros.
night.
No product of tlie farm is a greater
September Wheat $1.23.
delicacy or more palatable than really
It isn’t how much cold cream a
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 21
The A'ilt edge butter, and tbe time spent in woman puts on her face but how much
northwest was storm swept and with learning to make it is profitably used.
Rocky Mountain Tea she takes inside
the rain came hail in some localities. If tbe buttermakerwould thorough- that brings out real beauty. Hollister's
The water descended on both sides of ly please his patrons and secure from Rocky Mountain Tea complexions stay.
the internationalboundry. This news them the highest prices, his butter 35 cents. Tea or tablets. Haan Bros.
made the wheat pit a raging, roaring must not only be of good quality, but Birds work for man from the first
- glimmer of light,
vortex. The pfice swept upward ir- uniformly good.
resistibly, tbe Septemberoption tuochAll dairy utensils and everything
ing ?1.23 within thirty minutes of the with which the milk conies in contact
CLOTHING TO ORDER.
opening. December followed to $1.17 should be rinsed, thoroughly washed
Lokker- Rutgers Co. have made arand May to $1.18.
rangements to make clothing t# enter.
and sterilized aft"r each using.
Try them.

trip.
•
Chicago:

75 for the round

Grand Rapids to St. Louis Expositionrates via Chicago
Wabash Ry., or Illinois Central Ry. from

Chicago Dock foot

of

Treas.

’ j. H.

Fred Zalsman,
Wabash

at 5 n,

notice.

Graham,

Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Local Agent.

Ave.

Chicago Telephone21G2 Central.*

THE LANSING SILO
Manufactured by tbe

SEVERANCE TANK WORKS
A few

reasons

1.
23.
*•

It
It
It
It

why

it is

the best silo:

has a continuous opening.
ha* a permanentIron ladder.
has NO bolts, nut i or screw* to unfasten the do*r
takes but a minute to open or close the door.

The agent who sell* them here doe* not requireto iJlke his
living by selling these silos,s* the buyer gets tlie agent's iirofit

5*

agent °U th,Ult °f bulll,lDK 8 8,l#* tben write or call on the lo-

cal

HENRY

R-

R

m.

1

H.

BOEVE,
HOLLAND, MICH.

RIVER RAISIN DEDICATION

(OFFICIAL)

COMMON COUNCIL.

LOTS
For Sale

Mayor.
Present— Mayor Geerlings, Aids. De
Vries, Nles, Van Zanten, Hayes,
Stephan, Prakken, Van Putten. Dyke,

Kerkhof and Postma and the
last

Twelve lots on 14tn and
between Maple

and First ave., for

$350

Items

of

General

Own

Interest to

Our

People Received

Monroe, Mich., Aug. 20. — Though
Governor Beckham, of Kentucky,and
llenrl Waterson express a wish to be
present ou the occasion of the dedica-

by Telegraph.

meeting were

PETITIONS.

st.

Kentuckian* Will He Proicnt to
Help Dedlonte the Monument— Hurro'.v*To Hu Chief Orator.

City

Clerk.

The minutes of the
read and approved.

15th street,

Some

Holland, Mich., August 17, 10U4.
The Common Council met In regular
session, and was called to order by the

tion of the

STATE HAPPENINGS RECORDED

A. J. Ward petitionedfor permission
to place building material adjacent to
No. 11)8 River street.
Hews of Michigan Prepared for
Granted, subject to ordinance.
Benefit and Convenienceof
Workman Sisters petitioned for permission to place building material adOur Readcrt,
jacent to No. 50 East Eighth street.
Referred to Committee on Streetsand
Crosswalks.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMIT- Bay City, Mich., Aug. 22. •— In

TEES.
The Committee on Claims and Ac-

monument Scpt.l to

the sol-

LADIES’ BELTS

diers who fell at the massacreof the

these dnys of contention Iwtween capital and labor it Is rare that the forces

River Rujgln in 1813, the commission
have no assurances that either of these
gentlemen will speak on that occasion.
However, Colonel Young, of Louisville,
and Colonel C. B. Hill, of Frankfort,
secretary of state, are both down for
addresses.
Senator Burrows will make the principal address, and he will be followed
by ex-Governor Crittenden, of Missouri,
of an old Kentucky rurally. Thomas
Pitts will speak brieily, ns president
of the Michigan Society of Sons of the
American Revolution, and representatives of other patrioticsocietieswill
also briefly recognize the occasion and
Its national importance.The commissioners, Messrs. Conant, Strong and
Robbins, have perfected arrangements
and the celebrationwill be held in all
respects worthy of the heroes whose
memory the monument is intended to
preserve.

SHIRT WAIST SETS
and.

FANCY COLLARS

counts reported having audited the folof organised labor are seen at the fulowing claims and recommendedthe
neral of u capitalist.Such an instance
payment of same:
Wm. O. Van Eyck, poor orders.? 4 00 was recorded here when the ’LongH. J. Klomparens,poor orders.. 0 00
cash or monthly payment*. D. Meengs, por orders ......... 28 00 shoremen's union, together with memVESTINGS
WAISTS
J. & H. DeJongH,poor orders... 0 00 bers of the Marine unions attended in
The best chance ever offered Boot & Kramer, por orders.... 11 50 a body the funeral of the late John
H. P. Zwemer, por order ........ 1 25
BUTTONS, BRAIDS
C Van Duren. poor orders ...... 2 00 W. Richie. Richie came here twenty
to Holland investors.
APPLIQUE TRIMMINGS.
Boot & Kramer, supplies ....... 1 40 years ago and began life us a tally
T. Keppel's Sons, supplies ..... 15 41 boy. The lumber industry proved a
J. A. Vander Veen, bolts ....... 05 bonanza for him, and at his deutli he
RIBBONS
Thos. Klomparens, supplies.... 20 01
was one of the largestIndividuallumL. Kults. hay ...................5 89
COLORS
A. Postma, railingfor desk.... 11 50 ber shippers in the state, and owned
Van Dyke & Sprletsma, supplies 2 Oil considerableshipping.The steamer
FIRST SHOT AT GETTVSIIURO
Henry S. Bosch, sprinkling ..... 105 00 Langell Boys, and barges Comstock
FINE LINE OF
Jobs. Dykems. Indexing journals 11 00
and Smith laid idle at their moorings Battle. Creek Man Fired the First Uuitm
o
2 40
PERCALES
P. Roels, labor moving safe....
Cuiuion at the Opening of That
C Kalkma, labor moving safe.. 2 40 with Hugs at half-mast. Richie was 4G
Historic Hut tie.
3 50 years old.
John DeFoyter, moving safe....
r:
SILKOLINES
ROBE PRINTS
2 03
Jacob
, labor moving safe
Suit|Himledl>y a Live Wire.
routine, Mich., Aug. 22. — Grand
s
1 40
u
J. R. Kleyn Est., lumber ......
Bay City, Mich., Aug. 22.— Nicholas Army men have been making inquiries
75
A. W. Baker, drayage ..........
1 70 A. Cnusley. a lineman employed by as to nho fired the first Union gun at
Tyler Van Landegend,pipe, etc
F. Andree, drayage ............. 8 78 the Bay City Gas and Electric com- the battle of Gettysburg,and they
PETTIMncatawa Park Co., charter,
CO
pany, came In contact with a live wire allege that they lravq“uscertninedwith
COATS
Harvey Watson .............. 8 00
and hung suspended in the air, una- certaintythat honor belongs to C. A.
o
L. Lanting, repair work ........ 1 00
c
T. Keppel’s Sons, supplies ...... 0 15 ble to let go. Before the current was Dailey, of Port Huron. This is the
.1
H D. Edwards & Co., Hag ...... 20 85 turned off and he was rescued by fel- report they make:
Herman Damson, drayage ..... 11 00 low employes both his legs were
|2i
“He pulled the lanyard of the weight
Mrs. DeFeyter, washings ...... 2 50
piece of the weight section of company
Ottawa County Times, printing13 45 burned to the hone.
Coal Minus Under Hay City.
Adopted and warrants ordered issued.
A, Second United Suites artillery, ou
The Committee on Poor reported preBay City, Mich., Aug. 22.— Aider- a column of rebel cavalry who were
senting the semi-monthlyreport of the man F. I). Smith has introduced a resattacking the small force of Union
Director of the Poor and said commitolution for a committee of investiga- cavalry and one battery of artillery
tee, recommending for the support ot
the poor for the three weeks ending tion, to determine the right of coal that was present on the field on the
September 7, 1004, th sum of $31.50, companies to mine under street cross- morning of the first day’s action. Mr.
5
and having rendered temporary aid to ings. There are now .three coal mines Dailey belonged to a state militia comthe amount of $75.00.
Adopted and warrants ordered Issued. opening within the city limits, and resi- pany before the war, at Buttle Creek,
The Committee on Public Lighting dents are becoming alarmed, fearing a his former home.”
reported recommending that the mat- cave-in. There are, however, thick
Struck with Their Old Hoes.
ter of placing arc light at the corner of slate and rock between the surface
Twentiethstreet and Harrisonavenue
• Mount Clemens,Mich., Aug. 22.— A
and
the coal.
be dropped for the present.
strike,occurred on the work of the unMakes the Fifteenth Child.
Adopted.
dergroundtelephone construction,the
Bay
City,
Mich.,
Aug.
22.
The
MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR.
men stopping the job chieflybecause
Mayor Geerlings called attention to home of Mr. and Mrs, Andrew Schwab,
the necessity of removing weeds and of Frankenlust, lias just celebrated the of a misunderstanding between the su
perintendent and the foreman. The
grass from certain parts of the city.
arrival of another baby daughter. This
Referred to the Committee on Streets
former complained that the latter was
is
the
ninth
girl
in
the
tamily,
and
and Crosswalks.
not getting work enough out of the
COMMUNICATIONS FROM BOARDS there are six boys, all hale and hearty. men under him. and the foreman reThe oldest of the tifteen children is
AND CITY OFFICERS.
signed.saying that it was hard digging
The Board of Assessors reported the now 23 years old.
and he could not push his men any
following special assessment rolls: SixPoor Crops Hit the Throsherik
harder. The men then quit.
teenth street sewer district, No. 1,
.<iCL..
Bay City, Mich., Aug. 22.
The
$1,092.30;Sixteenth street sewer dis*o
V
Vital Statistic*for Michigan.
.
trict. No. 2, $2,179.1)0;Fourteenth threshingmachines of this city are
practically idia owing to the light yield
street sewer, $1,031.70.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 23.— The total
Ordered numbered and Hied and of the wheat crop.
number of deaths reported in Michigan
Wednesday, the 7th day of September,
for July was 2,510, or 05 more than
1904, fixed as the time for reviewing
a.
COLLAPSE OF A WATER TANK
the
number registered for June. The
said
rolls.
E
Deputy Marshal Westveer reported
s
number was 143 less than for July,
HaboesJnat
Escape
a
Terrible
Peril.
Not
the collection of $1,090.09electric light
PU
1903. By ages, 520 deaths, or 20.7
-to Mention That They Might Have
rentals for the month of July, 1904,
fcfl
per renj. of the total number, were of
Do you want to have a Gasoline Engine that will give
and presented receipts of the City
a
Been Killed.
infa nfs less than one year old; 1
Treasurer for the. amount.
*2
Charlotte,Mich., Aug. 23.— The were of children between the siges of
Accepted, and the City Treasurer orcomfort
profit, that will not balk or cause
dered charged with the amount.
water tank at the Grand Trunk yards 1 and 4 years, and 720 were of persons
c*
The Clerk reported written opinion of
the City Attorney on damaging of collapsed. The tank held about 8,- aged 05 years and over.
trouble? Come and Sec
are reasonable in price
000 barrels of water and was susshade trees. Filed.
Comrades Bore Him to the Grave.
a
The
following
bills
approved
by
the
pended 25 feet in tlie air on timbers.
C3
Bay City, Mich., Aug. 22.
The
Board of Public Works, were ordered
and do as we agree.
certifiedto the Common Council for The timbers were washed over a hun- remains of John W. McKee, who died
payment:
dred
feet
with
such
force
that
they
tfl
in Flint as a result of an elevator
c
-U a meeting of the Board of Public carried a car from the rails and the accident,were met at the station by
Works of the City of Holland, held
August 15, 1904, the following bills heavy stockyard fences were literally a delegation of H. W. Lawton Com3
c.
were approvedand the Clerk instructed swept away, breaking the posts off mand, Spanish War Veterans, of which
to certify the same to the Common level with the ground.
deceased was a member, and escorted
Cor. River & 9th Sts.
Council for payment:
Shortly before the crash came to his late home on Fraser street He
General ElectricCo., lamps and
served before Santiago with company
MILLS,
meters ........................$141 00 some hol)oes were seen reposing beIllinois Electric Co., supplies... 49 25 neath the tank, which was usually C, Thirty-thirdMichigan infantry.
C. Kalkman, labor .............10 00 called the “hobo mist,” and if they
Great Mortgage Is Filed.
P. Roels. labor .................
12 50
hud not taken a freight out would
Flint, Mich., Aug. 22.— As a result
Ottawa County Times, printing 35 30
for anyone to always feel tired.There
have been instantly killed and given of the recent consolidationof the Pere
Westinhouse Electric & Manuia no need to drag out an existence
an enforced bath at the same time.
facturing
Co.,
balance
due
on
Marquette railroad a refundingmortwithout ambition.
< account .......................
73 70
Weak nerves are responsiblefor langage for $05,000,000,running to the
Set Herself on Fire with Mutches.
guor, depression,debilityand varicoP. M. Ry. Co., freight on coal.. 205 02
New York Security and Trust comcele.
Tyler Van Landegend,supplies. 5 09
Flint, Mich.. Aug. 23.— Eunice
Diseased nerves, whether due to overpany as trustee, has been filed here in
Studley, & Barclay, packing, etc 21 84
work, over-indulgence or any other
Beckman, a 0-year-old daughter ot
John A. Roebling’s Sons, wire.. 07 90
the register of deeds office. The mortcause, can be made strong as steel by
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., taps ...... 24 30 John Beckman, of Hazleton street, gage secures an issue of fifty-year 4
the use of
Standard Oil Co., oil ............10 22 was seriously, if not fatally burned.
ViscosityOil Co., filtered spindle 9 44 She secured a quantity of matches per cent, gold bonds and refund bonds
Monarch Electric & Wire Co.,
and went into the back yard unob- to the amount of $40,733,185.
supplies ........................
11 20
Lying in Uninnrkcd Gravel.
T. Keppel’s Sons, cement ....... 2 00 served by her mother to play. A
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 19. — Adjutant
H. Damson, drayage ............ 35 short time afterward Mrs. Beckman
Boot & Kramer, supplies ...... 48 heard her daughter screaming, and General Brown is in receipt of u letR. Scott, lineman ..............27 00 running to the back yard saw the ter from Lenora Hubbard, a school
They tone and invigorateevery organ
If you are or are thinking of doing so, let us
Van Dyke & Sprletsma, supplies 4 37
of the body, soothe and strengthen the
Sunday Creek Coal Co., coal... 144 81 child’ clothing afire. With much dif- teacher of Anderson, S. C.,. soliciting
nerves and transformbroken down
figure with you.
intormntion
concerning
four
Union
solficulty
the
mother
extinguished
the
men and women into strong, healthy,
James Price, sewer plans, provigorous, ruddy-cheeked
persons.If
files, etc ...................... 84 09 flames, but not before the child was diers who were killed in 1805 by some
you find this Isn’t so, you get your
Peter Roels, sewer Inspector.. 7 00 frightfully burned about the right side of Wheeler’smen and buried in one
money back.
W. Wlebenga,sewer inspector..
1 00
and head.
grave unmarked, near Townevilie.The
fl.OOperbox; 6 boxes (with guaranJohannes Dykema, sewer inspectee), 85.00. Hook free. Peal Meditown would give a cemeterylot for a
tor ............................. 19 00
llaby
That
Like*
Runaways.
cine Co., Cleveland,Ohio.
William Butkuu, sewer inspecpermanent resting place.
Birmingham, Mich.. Aug. 20.— Uttle
tor ............................. 14 50
by W. C. Walsh, Inijgist,Halland.
Want* Co ••Dir Cor Edltb.”
Esther Reynolds, the 15-montbs-old
Allwed and warrants ordered issued.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Alpena, Mich., Aug. 20.— ‘T will die
daughterof Charles Reynolds, sat beOn motion of Aid. Dyke,
hind a runaway horse, her face for Edith, she Is the only one I love,"
The happiest couple In the world The Vander Lei and DeKeyzer sideAll our
guaranteed.
wreathed in smiles as the frightened were among the contents of a letter
should be a deaf husband and a blind walks of East Eighth street were orwife, both taking Rocky Mountain Tea. dered lowered subject to the direction animal dashed through the town, turn- found in the pocket of Mert M. Ballard,
ing the corners on two wheels. Mail an employe in the tannery who tried
Keeps peace In the family. 35 cents. of the Street Commissioner.
On motion of Aid. Kerkhof, . *
Carrier Schoonover placed the little to commit suicide. He was found on
Haan Bros.
The Committee on Ways and Means
were instructedto make the annual es- one in his buggy when he wns going the sidewalk, taken to jail near by and
down for the mails, but while he was has been in convulsions ever since. A
There was a big sensation In Lees- timates.
On motion of Aid. Dyke,
absent for a moment she gave the bottle of laudanum wag found in his
ville, Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
The matter of filling in spaces be- horse a cut with the whip and start- pocket.
place, who was expected to die, had
tween sidewalk and curb at certaincorhis life saved by Dr. King’s New Dis- ners on Eighth street was referred to ed him off ou a gallop. She reached
Lightning Hum* a Ham.
covery for Consumption. He writes: “I the Committee on Streets and Cross- the postoflicesafely and when lifted
Citz. Phone No.
St.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Aug. 19.— A terendured Insufferable agonies from
\
out asked for another ride back home.
rific lightning and thunder storm hit
Asthma, but your New Discovery gave Adjourned till Friday, August 19,
^ Young Heroine Saves a Life.
this vicinity. The large barn of Jacob
me immediate relief and soon there- 1904, at 7:30 o’clockp. m.
WM. O. VAN EYCK.
Pontiac, Mich., Aug. 20. — Hazel Laubeugayer in Seio was struck and
after effecteda complete cure. Similar
City Clerk.
Toynton, the 12-year-olddaughter of burned to the ground. The barn had
cures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
Bronchitis and Grip are numerous. It’s
the chief of police, was the means of just been completed and cost $1,800. It
QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
the peerless remedy for all throat and
saving the life of Albert McLean, a was insured for $1,100. August Fittler,
Yes, August Flower still has the boy of 5 yearn Seeing him fall into a tenant on the place, lost $300 in the
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1.00.
Guaranteed by W. C. Walsh, Druggist. largest sale of any medicine in the the water she pushed out a plank to contents.
civilizedworld. Your mothers’ and
Trial bottles10c.
grandmothers’never thought of using him and supported him until help
Carries a Rebel Token with Him.
anything else for Indigestion or Bil- came.
Pontiac, Mich.. Aug. 19.
W. L.
RUTALLY TORTURED.
iousness.Doctors were scarce, and
He Trod on n Rusty Nall.
Walter, of this city, is carrying a piece
A case came to light that for persis- they seldom heard of Appendicitis, Morenci, Mich., Aug. 19.— Charlie of shell in his body which he received
Come \o us for your lumber, lath, shingles and inside
tent and unmerciful torture has per- Nervous Prostration or Heart failure, Elliott, a 12-year-oldhoy living with
in 18G4 in the civil war. It has travfinish. All
is to get acquainted— the quality
haps never been equaled. Joe Golo- etc. They used August Flower to clean the family of Frank Mann near Moreled eight and three-quarters inches
blck of Colusa, Calif., writes: “For out the system and stop fermentation
15 years I endured Insufferablepain of undigested food, regulate the action enci. is dead as the result of lockjaw. and has become so troublesomethat and price of our material will do the rest.
from Rheumatism and nothing relieved of the liver, stimulate the nervous and About a week ago he stepped on a that it will have to be removed.
also contract and build.
me though I tried everything known. I organic action of the system, and that rusty nail, but little was thought of it.
Married in a Devil Wagon.
Is
all
they
took
when
feeling
dull
and
came across Electric Bitters and It’s
Had Heen Wedded Fifty Year*.
Muskegon. Mich., Aug. 22.
The
the greatest medicine on earth for that bad with headaches and other aches.
Portland. Mich.. Aug. 23. — Josiah feature of the Labor day celebration
trouble. A few bottles of It completely You only need a few doses of Green’s
Dlllcy and ids wife celebrated their here was the marriage of a couple in
relieved and cured me.” Just as good August Flower. In liquid f' -m, t« make
golden
wedding here. They have two an automobile speeding fifty miles au
you
satisfied
there
is
nothing
serious
for Liver and Kidney troublesand general debility. Only 50c. Satisfaction the matter with you. You get this re- living children, eight grandchildren and hour.- The big machine was engaged
in Chicago for the occasion.
guaranteedby W. C. Walsk, druggist. liable remedy at W. C. Walsh's. Price three great-grandchildren.
Yard in Rear of Cook’s Mill.
25c and 75c.

each,
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The Clerk reported that he had given
notice of theproposed construction of
lateral sewers on Fifteenth street beSchool Books ind Supplies
M. U. SI A N TI NU.Tu bHiher,
tween Central avenue and Maple street,
VMUibed *vefjr Friday,«i Holland. Mlehifan, and between Central avenue and Columbia avenue, and on Seventh street
OFFICE, MASTING BLOCK, Rll'ER ST.
bstween River street and College avenue, and of the proposed special asTmbm of Bubacriptloo,11.90 per joar, or il per sessment districtand special assessyear If paid in advance.
ment therefor,and that no objections
AdvertisingSam made known on Application.
A FINE
or suggestions to same had been field.
Sewers were ordered constructed as
•^Entered at tbe poet officeat Holland. Mien .
for tranealeslonthrough tbe nails aa second- advertised and special assesmeutrolls A Hew Variety That ftaaka With the
> natter.
Roblaaon, Appletoa pad Raton.
ordered made by the Board of AssessY.
ors. all voting aye.
Among
notable chrysanthemum novATTORNEY AT LAW.
..
The Joint meeting of the Council and elties of the past season Is Mile. Marie
Specialattentfengiven te collectlona.
AUGUST 26, 1904.
Board was here adjourned, and each
Liger, illustrated by Gardening, which
went Into adjourned session.
Office, Van der Veen Work.
The followingbill was presented: In- says of it: The new French variety
Oil. Phone :M, u>r. Hirer and fitb St.
State Ticket
ternationalTextbook Co., books, $22.50. which won the prize at tbe Paris expo- TttYtYtl tH M
Allowed and warrant ordered Issued.
sition offered by the Chrysanthemum
Governor— Wood, bridge N. Ferris of
IT. J. Poppen petitionedfor permission
Big llupidH.
Society of America is one of the best
LOCAL MARKETS.
to
make
certain
repairs
on
his
building
Lieutenant Governor— Hiram B. Hudvarieties of recent years and will rank
Pricra Piitrtto Funnera.
on
East
Eighth
street
son of Mancelonu.
Headquarters for
with Mrs. Robinson, Colonel Appleton
PRODUCE.
Treasurer-EdwlnR. Smith of Cliuton Referred to a special committeecon|5
sistingof Aid. Postma, Prakken and and Timothy Eaton. The flower Is Butter, perlb .................................
county.
Eega. pei ..jt ................................
is
•Nles.
globular,incurved, measuringeighteen Dried Applea. per ib .......................s-fl
Secretary of State—James B. Balch of
Kalamazoo.
36-it)
On motion of Aid. Dyke, the matter Inches in circumference and is perfect PoutoeH. per bn ..........................
Auditor General— George A. Curry of of locationof telephone poles on East. In fullnessand contour. The plant is IleauH, hand picked,perbu ................. l fio
Onions ......................................
i no
Iron wood.
Twenty-fourthstreet were referred co
WlnterApplett—
.............. .15 to 80
Attorney General-F. O. Gaffney of the Committee on Streets and CrossGRAIN.
Lake City.
walks.
Wheat, ner bu ................oldnudnow I 08
Superintendent of Public Instruction- Tbe Clerk reported that at a meeting
Ostn.per bu ............... belt white aa 84
John E. Mealley of Plymouth.
of the Board of Public Works held AuRye .................................... no
Land Commissioner— Henry McCarty gust lit. 1904, the followingsewer conBuckwheatper Du .........................no
of Newaygo.
.............................04
tracts had been awarded subject to the
Good Grades,
Prices and
Barley,
per 100 .............................
0o
Member Board of Education— H. Kirk approval of the Council:
Clover Seed, per bu .......................7 .Ml
White of Owosso.
Prompt Delivery.
Timothyneed, per bu. (to conxumera) ..... 2.00
Presidential Electors-at-Iarke-Thos. West Fifteenth street, to Rons * Van
BEEF, PORK, ETC.
F. Carroll of Grand Rapids and Gilbert Ess, at *2,104.48, to be completed In ‘.Ml
days.
Chicken*,dreseed,per lb.
............ to 10
M. Stark of Saginaw,
Clfokeim.live, per Ib ....... ......... tot)
is
East Fifteenth street, to Hlemers &
Judges Supreme Court-Alien C. Adsit
Turkeys live ..........................
14
of Grand Rapids, Clinton Roberts of Zweering, at *1,5(15.00,to be completed
Tallow, perlb ........................... .
hard, per lb.
......................
8
Flint and Thomas A. Boyle of Ann in two months,
Beef. dressed, perlb ............ 04 to 0
Arbor.
Seventh street, to Henry Oosting, at
Pork, dressed, yerlb .................... -0u
*081.45, to be completed within two
Mutton, dress
dressed, perlb ................. 7 to 8
months.
Veal, per lb
... 6M7
... II
Lamb ...
Approved and the City AttorneyinBoard of Education.
FLOUR AND FEED.
structed
to draw up the necessary conHolland, Mich., Aug. 22, UKM.
Price to consumer*
Dost ever offered for the money.
The board met in special session and tracts and bonds.
Hay .................................
12 to 14
Adjourned.
was called to order by the president.
Flour, “Sunlight,"patent, per barrel ........fl 80
WM. O. VAN EYCK,
Flour* “Daisy," straight, per barrel ......... 6 4u
Members all present with the excepGround Feed 40 per hundred 2000 pci ton.
City Clerk.
tion of Trustee Mabbs.
Barn 'Shingles at 90c $1.00, $1,15.
Corn Meal, unbolted 1 85 per hundred, 85 00 per
The minutes of the last meeting were
ton.
read and approved.
Sound Butts at $1.45 and $1.50.
Corn Meal, oolted 3 iO per barrel.
Notice of Special Assessment.
Middlings,. I 30 per hundred 24 00 per tor
On motion of Trustee Kramer the
Bran 1 2 1 per hundred,22.3 »j»er ton
Star
Star, Extra Sta'r
Star and Red Cedar at
regular order of business was susClerk’s Office.
Linseed Meal ti.45 per hundred.
pended.
Holland, Mich., August IS, liM)4.
Bides.
lowest prices.
The Committee on Ways and Means
Prices paid by the Cappon .v Bortsch Leather Co
To B. Riksen, H. Japplnga, A. Derks.
reportedas follows:
No. 1 cured hide .....................
ilO
D. Overweg, James Price, A. HarringTo the Board of Education:
" 1 green hide ...............................bii
Gentlemen— Your Committeeon Ways ton, J. VandenBrlnk,H. Wickerink, F.
“ Hallow ...............................
4Hc
and Means report that we have exam- Singh, Mrs. B. Van Dyk, G. Van Dyk,
Wool.
Carrie
Purdy,
Jacob
Roelofs,
A.
Karsined the account of the treasurer of
See our lath before buying.
Unwashed
the "public schools of the city of ten, G. Heneveld, J. Boihuis, Geo.
Baker,
M.
Van
Putten,
N.
J.
Whelan,
J.
Holland." and we find the same corOur stock* of 'hemlock is the best ever put on this
There’s nothing like doing a thinn
rect. leaving a balance in the hands of Knoll, J. Vender Schrnaf, W. Bouwsma,
thoroughly.
Of
all the Salves you ever
CnHYSANTHEMCU
MLLE.
MARIE
LIOEB.
said treasurerdue the •"public schools M. Dykema, L. DeRegt Est, G. Vender
market.
of the city of Holland" of seven thou- Berg, E. Klein, H. Van Dort, E. D. dwarf. June planted stock reaching heard of, Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is the
best.
It
sweeps
away
and
cures
Burns,
Flooring of all kinds and grades.
sand three hundred seventy-one and Bieleveld, Mrs. H. Dubbink, H. Moll, G.
•w-100 dollars ($7, 371.55), divided Raak, J. Oudermeulen,A. Vanden barely three feet in height, and it re- Sores, Bruises, Cuts, Boils, Ulcers.
quires
no
support
whatever.
Plants
Bosch. Est. of 1. Cappon, G. Tubergen,
Skin Eruptions and Piles. It’s only 25c.
among the several funds as follows:
Gibben, J. H. Van Tubbergen, T. Ten benched earlier attain a height 01 four and guaranteed to give satisfactionby
Teachers’ salary fund ......... $8,0215 32
Insurance ......................
ojjjj
Houten, E. Vnnder. Veen, H. Schafte- feet The stems are fully covered with W. C. Walsh, Druggist.
Janitor’ssalary ...............207 (Ml naar, Mrs. C. C. Gilmore, John Tulp, C. foliage from soil to bloom and every
Complete stock of
Secretary and census ........ .. 7i) -Jj E. Luscomb, First Christian Reformed
Board and Interest .............1J5 no Church, Ben Steffens, J. Steffens, Harry flower Is perfected,there being no secRevolution Imminent.
Raffenaud, G. J. Elferdink. A. West- onds among them. The flowering seaOverdrawn—
maas, S. Stappert, G. Vander Bie, C. son extends from about Oct. 20 onward
A sure sign of approaching revolt
Hofstra, R. Voetb&g,M. Ver Hulst and through the season, according to date and serious trouble in your system is
Incidental fund ...... $1,005 02
Oil, Glass, Brick, Lime and Cement.
Fuel fund .............245 95
all other persons interested. Take
of planting. The color of the blooms is nervousness,sleepliness or stomach
Free text book fun.. 310 00
notice, that tbe roll for the special asupsets.
Electric
Bitters
will
quickly
pearl pink, deepening to a brighter
-$2,222 -i; sessmentsheretofore made by the
dismember the troublesome causes. It
board of assessors for the purpose of shade at the base of the petals. Mile. never falls to tone the stomach, regu.
*7,37155 defraying that part of the cost which Marie Liger is as easy of management late the Kidneys and Bowels, stimulate
• And your committee would further the council decided should be paid and as Timothy Eaton.
the Liver, and clarifythe blood. Run
recommend that the sum of twenty- borne by the special assessment for the
down systems benefit particularlyand
two thousand dollars be certified to the constructionof a lateral sewer on Sixall the usual attending aches vanish
Plum Cr.lture In Vermont.
Common Council to be raised by tax teenth street between Central avenue
under its searching and thorough effecupon the assessment rolls of said city and Maple street, is now on file in the
There Is a large opportunity for plum
Office and Mill, South River and Tenth Streets.
for the year 1004-1005,to be appor- office of the City Clerk for public intiveness. Electric Bitters is only 51c,
growing
In
Vermont,
both
in the protioned among the several funds ns fol- spection.
and that is returned if it don't give
lows:
Notice Is also hereby given, that the duction of fruit for market and in perfect satisfaction.Guaranteedby W.
and
North River and Sixth Streets.
Bond No. 5, series "F" ........ $ 1,000 on council and board of assessors of the growing it for home use. Almost any C. Walsh, Druggist.
Bond No. 2, series "L” ....... 1,(100 00 city of Holland will meet at the counci1 soil in which water does not stand can
interest coupons ..............1,000 00 rooms in said city on Wednesday,Sephe used for plums, provided those vaA Remarkable Record.
leachers’ salary fund ........ 8,000 00 tember 7, A. D. 1004, at 7:30 o’clock
Secretary and census fund... • 150 00 p. in., to review said assessment, at rieties are chosen which are suited to
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy has a
Janitor’ssalary fund ........ l.WMl 00 which time and place opportunity will the particularsoil and circnmktinces.
Insurance fund’ ............
250 00 be given all persons interestedto be Trees may be set out either in nurbr in remarkable record. It has been In use
for over thirty years, during which
£uel fund ............ ...... .. 2,000 Qo heard.
spring, spring being recommended for time many million bottles have been
Free text book fund ........... soo (Ml
WM. O. VAN EYCK.
persons who arc not expert tree plant- sold and used. It has long been the
Incidentalfund ............... <1,00000
City Clerk.
ers. Pruning follows somewhat the standard and main reliance in the
same method commonly used on apple treatment of croup in thousands of
*22,000 00
Respectfullysubmitted,
Notice of Special Assessment.
trees. The ground should he thorough- homes, yet during all this time no case
W. H. WING,
ly cultivated, especially on the surface, has ever been reported to. the manuClerk’sOffice.
I. MARSILJE,
Holland, Mich., August 18, 1004.
during early summer, hut may be “laid facturersin which it failed to effect a
Committee on Ways and Means.
To A. Vanden Bosch, A. Wiebalda, G. by” about July 1. The blossoms some- cure. When given as soon as the child
Dated August 22, 1004.
becomes hoarse or even as soon as the
On motion of Trustee Kramer the re- Zagers, K. Borgman, S. Oudermolen, L. times require cross pollinating in order
croupy cough appears. It will prevent
Vanden Berg, J. Grasdyk, H. Knoll, J.
port was adopted.
to set fruit. Black knot can be kept the attack. It is pleasant to take,
The Committee on Teachers reported Wolters, K. Buurman, T. Ten Houten,
recommending the engagement of Miss Mrs. P. Steketee. H. Van Dyk, A J. out by the timely use of the pruning many children llge It. It contains no
Zelia Merrifieldat a salary of three Postma, R. Ottema, X. Hansen, Mary knife. The rot of the fruit can be opium or other harmful substance and
Kollen, Hope College, L. H. Hilsinga,J. controlledby proper spraying and by may be given as confidentlyto a baby
hundred fifty dollars.
Post Est., C. M. Henseu and all other
On motion of Trustee Marsllje the rethinning the plums. The eurcullocan •8 to an adult. For sale by W. C.
Let us figure with you.
port was adopted.
persons interested. Take notice, that
he
kept down by shaking the trees and Walsh, Holland, Van Bree & Son, Zeethe
roll of the special assessments here011 Spools, together
land.
We make hem to fit your windows.
with the Superintendent,to whom the tofore made by the board of assessors catchingthe insects. Plums can be
inatter of tuitionwas referred at the for the purpose of defraying that part marketedmost advantageously in small
last regular meeting of the Board, re- of the cost which the council decided baskets when they are sold near home
The best Hand-Made goods mounted
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REported recommending that the rate of should be paid and borne by special asor in the new fashioned “six basket
tuition on non-residents be fixed at sessment for the constructionof a latPAIRING.
on Hartshorn spring rollers. Also
twelve dollars per year, payable by eral sewer on Sixteenth street between carrier" when long shipments are necWe are prepared to do the finest resemesters in advance, and that a rebate Maple street and Harrison avenue, is essary.—F. A. Waugh.
have cheap Shades.
pairing on watches and jewelry that
be allowed for an absence of four or now on file in the office of the City
can be done anywhere. We have had
Clerk for public inspection.
more weeks’ consecutive absence.
Dewberries and Blackberries.
years of experience as gold and silverNotice is also hereby given, that the
Trustee Geerlings moved to adopt th»
Call and /see our colors and goods.
report.
Dewberriesfollow close on the beds smiths. We carry a fine line of watchcouncil and board of assessors of the
Trustee Marsllje moved to amend the city of Holland will meet at the council of the strawberry, ami every garden es and jewelry and will compete with
report by maktog the tuition In the rooms in said city on Wednesday, Sep- should have a few dozen vines at least any watchmaker or jeweler in the city.
high school fifteen dollars, in the gram- tember 7, A. D. 1004, at 7:30 o’clock
Our prices are reasonable.All work
mar grades twelve dollarsand in the p. m., to review said assessment, at They can he planted three feet apart warranted. We have just received a
primary grades ten dollars a year
which time and place opportunity will anywhere there is room and trained up
splendid line cf silverware. The finest
Wnlch amendment was lost
be given all persons interested to be to strips or to a trellis. Well kept they
repairing and engraving in the city.
heard.
Originalmotion carried
are highly ornamentaland bear enorC. Pieper & Son,
The Committee on Schools recomWM. O. VAN EYCK.
mously of an exceedingly wholesome
£30 River St., Holland.
mended that GenevieveCross be asCity Clerk.
and luscious fruit if allowed to get
slgned to room C. high school, at an
perfectlyripe.
additional salary of twenty-five dolGIRL WANTED.
lars, and that Rose Root be assigned to
Notice of Special Assessment.
A few dozen blackberry plants set At Van Drezer's restaurant.
room i, high school
the same distance apart as the dewClerk'sOffice.
The committeefurther reported that
Holland.
Mich.,
August
18,
1904.
berry will prolong the fruit season
no personal work in numbers be reTo Christina J. Oggel. L. K. Burritt. several weeks later still.
quired before the third grade and that
A Frightened Horse.
the course of study for the high school P. Harmelink.H.S. Woodruff,P. DoornThe same manuring recommended Running like mad down the street,
bos,
K.
Zuldewind,
Ida
£.
Hoyt,
ns outlined by the Superintendent be
Jacob Dyke, Mrs. B. Altena, Manilla for strawberries will answer for dew- dumping the occupants, or a hundred
adopted.
On motion of Trustee Geerlings the Annls, F. E. Browning. J. C. Post Est., berries and blackberries, advisesa cor- other accidents are every day occurrences. It behooves everybody to have
M. G. Manting, Joseph Thompson, R. respondent in American Gardening.
report was adopted.
a reliableSalve handy and there's
The Committee on Text Books and Westveld, Hendrika Elferdink.Teunls
none as good as Bucklen’s Arnim.
Apparatus reported, recommending Ten Houten, Henry Elferdink. Jacob
That Sturdy Ben DutSn.
that Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, Van Putten, C. Trans. G. Van TubberSalve. Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema aid
The
Oregon
board
of
horticulture’s
and New Plane and Solid Geometry be gen, P. J. Zalsmau, J. Mollegraaf,FourPiles disappear quickly under Its
replaced by the New School Algebra teenth Street Christian Reformed account of a shipment of several va- soothing effect. 2.5c at W. C. Walsh’s
Church, H. Van Ark. John VerHoef, rieties of apples to China is interesting,
and Plane and Solid Geometry,
Drug Store.
that Bergen’s Elements of Botany b“ Jan B. Albers, B. Bylsma. Henry Dek- especially as it concerns Ben Davis.
We Carry a Splendid
replaced by Bergen’s Foundationsin ker, J. C. Hoek, Evart Sprlk, C. W.
Fairbanks, Thomas Boven, E. Plagger- The apples were packed in boxes and
Botany.
Line of....
LOTS FOR SALE.
That in history course,Myers’ Rome, man, Wm. Ten Hagen, D. Ten Cate, A. wrapped in paper. The losses with tbe
Its Rise and Fall, and Myers’ History Knooihulzen,C. J. Dregman, J. g. different varieties were as follows; Ben
Two lots on Pine street and one
of Greece be exchanged for Myers’ New Sutphen, John Glupker. G. Vanden Davis. 2 per cent; Lawyer, 10 per cent; West Seventeenthstreet for sale at
Berg, M. Jonkman, Wm. DeHaan. Peter
Ancient History.
Spltzenberg.10 per cent; Shannon Pip- reasonable prices and on easy termsFurthermore, that Farr’s First Book Boihuis, Dick Hoedema, C. DeWeerd,
Enquire at this ottce.
pin, 25 per cent; Jonathan, 50 per cent;
John
VerHulst,
Wm.
Doornbos,
John
In Burnt Leather and
in Physical Geography,which has beHarmsen,
Teunis
Ten
Houten,
Henry
Red
Russian,
75
per
cent.
come noted for Us inaccuracies,be reBurnt Wood....
placed by Brigham's Phvsical Geog- Geerlings,A. Steketee,Jr., P. J. ZalsFOR SALE.
raphy.
man. Julia Huntley, C. R. Huntley, E.
Polai,ettiaPnlobfriina.
A good "Advance ” threshing rig, size
Dimnent, and all other persons interOn motion of Trustee Wing the report
A Fine Line of Novelties for the Summer Season.
Poinsettia puicheruua Is rapidly be- of thresher 32x4S, with bagger and
ested, Take notice, that the roll of the
was adopted.
wind
stacker
complete.
Fifteen
horse
special
assessments
heretofore
made
by
coming one of our principalplants for
On motion of Trustee Geerlings the
the board of assessorsfor the purpose Christinas decorations. Cuttinsrswill /simplo engine mounted on a high presBoard adjourned.
sure boiler with all latest improveof defraying that part of the cost which
G. J. VAN DUREN.
44 e. sth st.
make good plants. If planted hi a ments. Separator run one season and
Secretary. the council decided should be paid and
borne by special assessment for the bunch they will make steins five or six engine two seasons. Rig in first class
constructionof a later.fisewer on West feet long, and for pans or small pots condition. For further information
Fourteenth street between Central ave- they may be propagated until August write B. J. Albers. Holland R. F.
(Official.)
No. 7, or telephone 72-4r, Zeeland.
nue and Maple street is now on file in
Common Council.
or later, according to an American Garthe office of the City Clerk for public
FARM FOR SALE.
dening writer.
Holland. Mich., Aug. 10, 1004.
inspection.
It’s a mistake to imagine that ItchThe Common Council and the Board
Eighty
acres of good farm land for
FARM FOR SALE.
Notice is also hereby given, that the
ing piles can’t be cured; a mistake to
of Public Works met pursuantto ad- council and board of assessors of the
Making Rose Slip*.
sale. Good house and barn, good outI have 133 acres of land that I wil
journmentand were called to order by city of Holland will meet at the council In making cuttings of roses or shrubs sell for part cash and part time or exsuffer a day longer than you can help.
buildings. good well, good apple orMayor Geerlings.
rooms in said city on Wednesday..Sep- where the leaves are not In pairs select change for city property. Good pasture
Doan’s Ointment brings Instant relief
Present— Mayor Geerlings. Aid. Nies. tember 7. A. D. 1004. at 7:30 o’clock
chard. Located 2*i miles from the
or
hay
land.
All
good
black
soil.
Enand permanent cure. At any drug
Hayes. Prakken. Stephan. Dyke. Kerk- p. m., to review said assessment, at wood which has bloomed and cut to inhof and Postma. and the City Clerk, which time and place opportunity will clude four or five Joints, always mak- quiroat this office or at the owner’s south city limits on the East Saaga- store, 50 cents.
H. E.Van Kampen.
and President Vlsscher and Messrs. be given all persons Interested to be ing the lower cut at a joint. Remove
tuck road and half a mile east. Mast
Dykema, Van Putten, Habermann and heard.
sell on account of poor health. Can be
the lowest two leaves and cut back the
t an Duren of the Board of Publi"
WM. O. VAN EYCK.
others.
Rogers’ Knives and Forks at Steven- hod at a bargain if taken soon, inSolid Gold Rings from 50c up, at
Works.
Aug. 19-Sept.
City Clerk.
•on's Jewelry Store.
quire at this office.
Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
< rt'T
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SC0TRUGERS
Lumber Co.
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BUILDING

good

MATERIALS

.
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1
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Our Stock

Complete.
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.....

See Our Shingles

1

.

A

A

.

B.

HEATH

i

PAINTS

& MILLIGAN’S

,

IKE SCOTT-LUGERS LUMBER

GO.

Dock,

Yard

'•

DO YOU

- -

NEED

WINDOW SHADES?

C.

* -

-

* -

-

VAN ARK

-

15

FURNITURE CO.

EAST EIGHTH ST.

The Book Store

m

SOUVENIRS

D.

H.

h«us#.

2.

VANDER PL0EG,

n

Devries the Dentist
36 East 8th

Street.

MICH.

HOLLAD,

Plates

.....

...

:

.......

3,552 08
10 00
54
Of KccolpU and Expendituresof The Fob* T.Vao Lamleeend
j.Van Landegend
27 11
Itu Nchooln of the City of Holland, for
P. Owtinif&Son
0 10
the Year Ending the First’ Monday
Evart Takken...
3 95
In 8epteiulier A. D. 1904.
J. B. Fik .......
54 55
H. Store nberg...
24 19—$ 0,923 39
In nocordaucewith the pqpvisionaof
MISCELLANEOUS.
Title XXX of the Charter of the City
of Hollaud, the Board of Education of City Treasurer,
taxes ....
.$ 103 47
the Public Schools of the City of Holland, herewith present the following M. Notier, lloor
dressing ......
5 20
annual statement:
James Price, arRECEIPTS.
chitect .........
200 00
Balance on hand 1903 ........ $10,988 63 J. S. D y k e t r a ,
Taxes 1903 ...................22,500 00
chairs, etc .....
11 20
Primary money .............. 7,558 90 Van Apr FurniTuition fees ................181 00
ture Co .......
Sale of material ..............7 50 Michigan Brush

ANNUAL STATEMENT

.........

Rottochae for Bros
11. N. Thompson.

Co., brushes...

Gold Fillings up from ...........•

•

..

Silver Fillings ..................

.50
.50

Total .................... $41,236 03

DISBURSEMENTS.
TEACHERS’ SALARIES.

32 40

Milwaukee Brush
Co., brushes...
D. N.

5 25

White, mop

grammar, German authors, civics and
general reviews.

Whole number of

toftebers employed, Including superintendent
and ep.cial teachers ............. 40
Total number of pupils enrolled. . .1874
Average daily attendance ......... J426
Avei age number belonging ...... 1487
Average number of pupils to each
regular teacher ................42
III an address before the Wisconsin
Total school population,census of
19:3 .........
2525 buttermakers’ convention Professor T.

Creamery

TEACHERS ENGAGED FOR

1904-

1905.

L. Haecker said that too littlesignificance has been placed upon the dispo-

The board has engaged the following sition of the dairy cow. She may have
teachers for the ensuing year:
many good points and yet be a failure
J. E. Clark, superintendent,salary$1540
or give only ordinary returns, simply
Evalyn- Roberts, supervisor of
music .........
450 because she has a had disposition, i
excitable,restive, rational or combatFlorence Warvelle, supervisor of
drawing ..... .................450 ive.
A cow with a placid, mild eye always
HIGH SCHOOL.
H. D. Lee, principal .............. 81000 has a good dispositionand is not easily
A. E. Perkins, science .......... 650 disturbed. She is disposed to make the
Carrie Krell, literature .......... 600 best of things as they are and is comAlice Morris, English ...........500 posed. If it Is too open it denotes a
Leila Carlisle, German and Latin. 500 tendencyto get excited and nervous,
Blanche Hampton, history. ...... ’500 and the same Is the case with the
Genevieve Cross ................. 450
quick, flashingeyes. She should have
Cora Allen .......................450
breadth of forehead, because that deRose Root ........................450

wringers .......
’ 2 25
J.E. Clark ....... $ 1,540 00
Holland Gas Co.
28 57
Evalyn Roberts.. 400 CO
J.E. Clark, money
Cement Fillings ................
Inaz E. Tapper
225 25
advanced ......
198 93
Fl’r’nce Warvelle 145 00
B. Steketee, sunTeeth extracted without pain
•
J. H. Ehlers ..... 875 00
dries ........
58 02
M. E. Dick ..... 650 00
James A. Brouwer
AnnaC. Oleson.. 483 12
sundries .......
4 29
Carrie Krell ..... 550 01)
notes intelligence: learns quickly and is
Geo.H. Huizenga,
CENTRAL BUILDING.
Mamie Strange.. 498 25
appreciative of kind treatment. It
clocks .........
10 50
Blanche Hampton 442 13
Thora Paulson, room ........... $ 375
J.A. VanderVeen
should be slightly dished between the
Sarah Clark ..... 493 87
Nellie Silk, room 2 ...............'350
hardware ......
8 82
Beatrice Klmpton 180 00
Anna Perkins, room 3 ............ 350 eyes, because fullness there Indicates
John Nles, hardCora Allen ...... 425 00
Josephine
Kleyn, room 4 ........ 425 aggressiveness.
ware .........
13 10
The Roman nose is the fighter.The
Anna Debn ...... 400 00
Mildred Cronk, room 5 ........... 375
E.
Standurt,
Josephine Kleyn. 400 00
Laura
Becker, room 6 ........... 375 head should have a medium poise, be6 36
hardware ......
Minerva Bell, room 7 ............400 cause if carried too high she is rattle
Lillyan Stover... 342 13
G. Blom, might
Jennie Werkman, room 8 ......... 400 headed and is easily confused; if carAdeline Schwarz. 300 00
49 70
and cartage....
Laura Becker. .
348 25
Gertrude Spencer, room 11 ....... 350 ried too low it indicates a stubborn,
Chas. S. Bertscb,
Minerva J. Bell.
342 37
Lena Payne, room 12 .....
350 restive,pugnacious disposition. Slow
sundries .......
12 66
Jennie Werkman 375 00
MAPLE STREET BUILDING.
E. Church,
movement of ears and body shows
Winnlfred Kelly.. 325 00
sundries .......
2 05
Adella Clark, room ............ $ 375 tractability and slowness to anger. She
Gertrude Spencer 340 25
J. O. Doesburg,
Alberta Kingsbury, room 2 ...... 350 Is not In a rush, does all leisurely,
Minnie Bird ..... 154 25
sundries .......
2 40
Adeline Schwarz, room 3 ......... 300 which Is conducive to a full and perMae Burgees ..... 292 50
24 00
Citizens Tele. Co.
Lena Shaw, room 4 ............. 350 sisteut flow of milk.
375 00
May De Pree....
M. E. Dick, sunWilhelmina Van Raalte. room 5. . 400
300 00
Dena Slighter...
Datch licltvd Cattle.
2 55
dries ..........
Anna Del,n, principal, room 6. . 450
350 00
Sarah Rowland..
This beautiful Dutch belted bull,
4 50
C. M. Hanson. ...
Anna
Habermunn,
room
7 ......
375
425 00
Alveua Breyman.
1 40
Dick Plaggemars
Martha School), room 8 ........... 375 Claudius 324, was four years old when
375 00
MargaretChild. .
Thayer & ChandCOLUMBIA
AVENUE BUILDING. the photo was taken and weighed l.GSO
338 63
Pearl Hughes.
.
ler ............
in
Adella Clark ..... 348 50
Gertrude Takken, prin , room 1..8 500
Simon Lievense,
361 87
Zella Merrilield,room 2 .......... 350
Genevieve Cross.
32 32
flag pole ......
A Nice Blotter given away Free.
344
00
J-ssie McBaln. room 3..*. ........ 375
Jessie Wagar....
James Koie ......
45
367 50
Katherine Klaassen, room 4 . ... 375
W. Van Raalte. ..
15
John F. Zalsman.
Mary Rumbaugb, room 5 ........ 375
GertrudeTakken 463 13
3 38
T. KeppePSons..
Daisy Humphrey, room 6 ......... 350
Anna Habermanu 350 00
Fritsch & ThompAnna Jensen, room 7 ............. 375
Martha Schoon.. 350 00
2 50
son ............
350 00
Margaret Child, room 8 ......... 400
Esther Woodbury
Board of Public
350 00
Diphtheria relieved in twenty min- Marga’t De Vries
MAPLE GROVE BUILDING.
70 02
Works, light...
315 00
utes. Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ Alice Crockett...
Board of Public
Elva Nielson, room ........... $350
109 75
Kate Ten Houten
EclectricOil. At any drug store.
85 S2
Works, water..
Margaret De Vries, prin., room 1. 375
105 00
Louise Skillmun.
Ottawa Co. Times
JANITORS.
210 00
Alice Marble
printing .......
51 68
240 00
Anthony Steketee, Central. ..... $ 840
Harriet Mudge..
NIGHT WAS A TERROR.
Holl’nd City News
207 37
Anna Perkins. . ..
John Pool, Columbia Avenue ..... 390
17 90
printing ...... .
“I would cough nearly all night Mrs. Potter ......
8 75
H. Van Lente, Maple Street ...... 390
DUTCII BELTED BULL CLAUDIUS.
Holland Sentinel,
long,” writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate, of LavanciaKelsey.
50 00
Mrs. J. A. Kooyers, Maple Grove. 100
3 62
printing .......
pounds, says American Agriculturist
Alexandria, Ind., “and could hardly get C. Walvoord .....
2 63
ESTIMATES FOR 1904 1905. *
Askins- Klaassen,
His sire was Claude 234 and dam
any sleep. I had consumpeionso bad W. G. Hoekje....
10 00 printimj.etc. .
48 20
The following are the estimates of Grace Benedict 521, who in ten months
that if I walked a block I would cough Mrs. P. Benjamin
30 63
The Will-KniwnSpecialist
A. Van Der Hii,
the expenditures for tbe support of the gave 7.824.S pounds of milk. Claudius
frightfullyand spit blood, but, when Anna Floyd ......
11 37
labor ..........
Public Schools of the City of Holland was shown in 1897, 1S9S and 1901 at
all other medicines failed, three $1.00 Rena Bylsraa
75-817,277 25
G. J. Van Duren,
for the ensuing school year:
bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery
the leading fairs in the east, including
OTHER SALARIES.
28 15
postage, exp. &c
Bond No. 5, Series “F” ........ $ 1.000 New York, New Jersey and the Panwholly cured me and I gained 58
W.
H.
Sutphin,
pounds.” It’s absolutely guaranteed to G. J. Van Duren,
Bond No. 2, Series “L” ........ 1,000
4 00
American. Out of a possibleseventeen
rent ......... .
secretary ......
100 00
Interestcoupons ................ 1.000
cure Coughs, Colds, La rippe, BronH.
Kremers,
inJohn
B.
Steketee,
Teachers’ salary fund ........... 8,0u0 first prizes he took thirteen. In 1901
chitis and all Throat and Lung
3 00
spectorelection
Secretary and census fund ..... 150 he beaded his herd and took first at all
Troubles. Price 50c and $1.00. Trial census ..........38 00
I. Marsilje,inJanitors’ salary fund ............ 1,800 fairs shown. He also took sweepstakes
bottles free at W. C. Walsh’s drug Anthony Steketee
3 00
spectorelection
janitor ........ 840 00
Insurance fund ..................
250 at Syracuse, X. Y., in 1901 aud the
store.
Jobs. Dykema, inJohn Pool, janitor 390 00
Fuel fund .......................2,000 prize for bull and get at Trenton,
3 00
spectorelection
H. Van Lonte, janFree text book fund ............800 N. J. Claudius is owned by S. A.
G. J. Van Duren,
itor ...... ...... 390 00
It is said of John Wesley that he
Incidental fund ..... ........... 6,000 Servin of Grange county, N. Y., 'r</j10
3 00
insp'or election
once said to Mistress Wesley: “Why Mrs. J.A. Kooyers 100 00—8 1,858 00
also has Countess Warwick II.,
Cleveland Print’cdo you tell that child the same thing
FUEL.
$22,000
and Pub. Co.,
ered one of the handsomest DiP^h beltover find over again?” “John 'Wesley,
B. MichmershuiWhich said amount of Twenty-two ed cows ever on Valley farr^ g^e was
21 82
diplomas ......
because once telling is not enough.” It
zen ...........
127 20
Thousand Dollars is to be reported to
A. U. ^Ieyer, use
is for this same reason that you are
first shown in 1901
priza
A. Harrington... 1,633 77
the Common Council of the City of Hol20
08
of
piano,
etc
told again and again that Chamberat
the
Pan-American.
3 00
J. Y. Huizen^a...
land, to be raised by tax upon the
J. H. Nibbelink &
lain’s Cough Remedy cures colds and
2 50 ..
Nebraska a*
state.
Henry P. Zwemer
assessmentrolls of said city for the
5 30
Son. use chairs
grip; that it counteracts any tendency
Thos. Klomparens
year 1904-1905.
In a
jjy professor A.
A. Steketee, tru©f these diseases to result in pneu- & Co ...........
2 15
* THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That tbe L. Haecker ^'pared for a railroad
15 90
ant officer ......
monia, and that it is Dleasa.vt and
4 00-$ 1,772 62
A. VanPutten...
above and foregoing is a true and cor- company ^0W8 what he believesto
Mrs. A. Steketee,
to take. For sale oy W. C. Walsh, Hc1rect statement of all the receipts and
FREE TEXT BOOKS.
6 52
laundry ........
land, and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
be the /Citiircpossibilities of Nebr^sjp.
expendituresof the district, showing
Mrs.
John
Pool,
16 44
B. H. Sanborn... $
the items thereof, the sources of in- as a dairying state, t)ne cftnif&r?
2 84
laundry .......
34 68
Women who have themselves sufferei American B'k Co.
come, the amount of salaries paid to yild to farmers in 1903 for butter fat
Mrs.H.Van Lente
27 50
’rom the evil effects of constipation Ginn & Co .......
officers, teachers and employes, aud to. the sum o£'$l,2r)0,000,and another paid
3 55
laundry ........
and Indigestionwill be interestedin the Silver, Burdette
whom paid, the obligations incurred $1,000,000.This, he believes, is only a
tjty*
Mrs. J.A. Kooyers
25 20
&Co ...........
following letter from a father whose
during the year, the amount of iodobt- small representation of what will be
4 10
laundry, etc ...
365 83
He will be in Holland at
daughterwas given up to die by two S. A. Martin est..
edness outstanding, the number of paid in the future when the dairy InW. C. Belcher,
151 40
L. Fris ..........
physicians:
schools in the city, the number of dustry is more fully developed.
53
40—$
1,285
29
book-binding...
Hotil Holland,
652 45
32 00‘My daughter has suffered from in- D. C. Heath & Co.
teachers employed andof the pupils inINSURANCE.
digestion for the past five years and
Weed Oat the Droneit.
structed therein during the preceding
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
has tried nearly everythingthat she
Weed out the drones from your Iierd.
P. H. McBride...
40 00
year, and branches of studies pursued
ceuld hear of for such trouble. She was Silver, Burdette
A. Visscher...... 18 00
by them, and also the estimatesre- The sooner you do this the better. An
19 64
confined te her bed when she began
& Co ..........$
On* Day Each Month.
Garrod Post... 25 00
quired to be made for the support of unprofitablecow should have no place
5 19
taking Dr. Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin Thos. Charles Co.
W.C. Walsh.... 25 00-8 108 00 tbe public schools for the ensuing year, in a dairy herd. They are robbers end
Office Hours from 9 a. m. until 6 p. m. and after taking one flfty-centbottle Houghton,Mifflin
and the items thereaf.
should be sent to the shambles— Dairy
BOND AND INTEREST.
4 29
h* is able to walk a mile at a time & Co ...........
By order of th‘.* Board of Education. and Creamery.
Consultation,Examination
and during the day yesterday walked Columbia School
Bond No. 4, Series
H. KREMERS, President.
and Advice Free.
8 90
Abortion Xu Dairy Herd*.
Supply Co .....
1 1-2 miles. I
feel like praising Dr.
“F” ............ S 1,000 00
G. J. VAN DUREN, Secretary.
10 00
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin because two DoubledayBros..
The
cow which has aborted should
Bond No. 1, Series
Dated Holland, Mich., August 22, 1904.
Dr. McDonald has for years made a
doctors told me my daughter could not Eugene Dietzgen
first be isolated in a portion of the
“L”. ........... 1,000 00
study of chronic and lingeringdiseases.
42
...........
Rexall Cough Syrup never fails t« barn entirely removed from the
Interestcoupons. 1,100 00—$ 3,100 00
His extensive practice and superior got well, and I feel that she is on a A.&Co
C. McClurg &
fair road to permanentrelief. RespectBalance ................. 7,371 55 stop the worst cough. If it does we healthy animals, says Dr. Lehnert In
knowledge enable him to cure every
35 45
Co .............
J. H. M. CROCKER.
refund your money; 25c at
curable disease. AH chronic diseases
American Agriculturist.Use some disAmerican School
Nixon, Tenn., Aug. 6, 19M.
HAAN BROS. infectant liberally about the stall, and
Total ................... $41,236 03
of the Brain, Spine, Nerves, Blood,
Furniture Co..
38 40
D. Cadwell’s Syrup Pepsin is sold in
Skin, Heart, Lungs, Liver, Stomach,
wash out the uterus daily for a week
THE TREASURY.
flfty-centand $1.00 bottles, under a J. W. Butler PapGet a bottle of Rexall Cough Syrup
Kidneys, Bladder and Bowels scientili212 53
to ten days and then every few days
er Co ..........
positive guarantee, by W. C. Walsh.
. From the above it will be seen that for that cough. Satisfaction guarcally and successfullytreated. Dr.
3 28
D. Appleton&Co.
as long as there is any discharge from
the fiscal year closes with a balance in anteed: 25c at
McDonald pays special attention to Ca15 36
No one would ever be bothered with Mrs. E. T. Curtis
the treasuryof $7,371.55,distributed
tarrh. Catarrhal Deafness, Throat and
HAAN BROS. the vulva. For this purpose use a 3 to
The Prang Educa5 per cent solutionof creolinor sulpho
among the several funds as follows, viz
Lung Diseases,Chronic Diseases pecu- constipation if every one knew bow
1 14
tional Co .......
If you want a swell suit of clothoo nnphthol. The cheapest and best apliar to women, Nervous and Physical naturally and quickly Burdock Blood
Teachers’
$8,926
32
4 60
The NevstyleCo.
Lokker & Rutgers Co.
Debility, Rheumatism,Paralysis, BUS ora regulatesthe stomach and bewparatus for douching is three-quarter
Secret’y and
79 45 call
Central School
Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, and all Chronic ols.
foot of one-half inch hose and an orJanitors’
salary
207
06
33
00
Supply House.
and Nervous Diseases of Men, Women
Insurance
266 19
dinary tin funnel or tunnel. This Is
135 00
Geo. VV. Rowe. .
FARM
FOR
SALE—
Farm
of
80
acroo
and Children. No matter what your
•> ')£
Bond and interest.
15 00
A Costly Mistake.
ti uO
The Caxton Co. .
2 miles west of Coopersville;30 acre* preferable to a syringe or pump, as it
disease may be, THERE IS STILL
100
10
OVEBDKAWN.
Blunders are sometimes very expen- Eagle Pencil Co. .
Improved: small peach orchard: part is less irritating. About two quarts
HOPE-THEN DO NOT DESPAIR, sive.
10 40
Occasionally life itself is the C. P. Lish Paper
suitablefor growing celery. Inquire of should l)e used at each douche, using
Incidental
.........
$1,66-5
92
but consult Dr. McDonald and get a
5 92
price of a mistake, but you’ll never be S. A. Martin est.
Fuel ...............
245 95
BenJ. Bosink, R. F. D. No. 1., Hudson- warm water. Do not hived affected
correct diagnosis of your disease and
8 40
wrong if you take Dr. King’s New Life Ginn & Co .......
ville.
Free text books
310 60
cows for six months, and keep them
feel assured that the Dr. knows cor
E. H. Sargent &
rectly what ails you. If you are cura- Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Headfarrow a year if they are worth It.
OUTSTANDING
INDEBTEDNESS.
27 01
ache, Liver or Bowel troubles. They
Co .............
ble he will cure you. Those unable to
MulNture In Butter.
Builds up muscular flesh, healthy
are gentle yet thorough. 25c at W. C. Ceutral Scientific
Tbe outstandingindebtedness of the
call, write for symptom blank. CorAccording
to the Iowa experiment
tissue,
rich,
red
blood;
clears
the
stom115 62
Walsh’s
Drug
Store.
Co
.............
district is as follows, viz :
respondence strictly confidential.
ach, kidneys and liver. That’s what station, butter can contain 18 per cent
Maynard Merrill
Series 4‘F,” 2 bonds of $1,000 each ,
A (\ rl
Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35 cents. moisture without any apparent injury
8 32
& Co ...........
Fight Will be Bitter.
5 per cent, iut., due Feb. 1,
Haan Bros.
Scott, Foresman
to the commercialquality of the but,
1905-1906
.....................
$
2,000
Those who will persist in closing Co .............
DR, DONALD M’DONALD,
1 38
ter. It requires u keen observer ami
Series
“G,”
2
bonds
of
81.000
their ears against the continual recom- Michigan Toy &
The Specialist,
Good for father. Good for mother. a good judge to fault butter containing
each, 5 per cent, int., due Feb.
mendation of Dr. King’s New Discov2 00
Novelty Co....
248 and 250 East Fulton St.,
1, 1907-1908 ..................
2,000 Good for the whole family. Makes the as much as 20 per cent without the
ery for Consumption,will have a long W. H. Wing .....
20 77
children eat, rteep and grow. Rocky
Series
“I,”
5
bonds
of
$1,000
use of a special test when moisture has
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. and bitter fight with their troubles,if Chas. Scribner’s
Mountain Tea is a family blessing.35
each, 5 per cent, int., due Feb.
not ended earlier by fatal termination. Sons ...........
been properly incorporated.
72'
cents.
Haan
Bros.
1, 1909-1913 ..................
5,000
Read what T. R. Beall of Beall. Miss., Rohl KindergarHntion For Dairy Cow.
Series “K.” 7 bonds of $1,000
has to say: “Last fall my wife had
ten Supply Co..
43 33
While most dairymen feed largely of
each.
5
per
cent.
int.. due Aug.
every symptom of consumption. She American B’k Co.
A $2.00 SHOE.
90887 48
what they have on hand, the following
2.1917 ....................... 7.000
took Dr. King’s New Discoveryafter
For a $2.0® shoe try Lokker- Rutgers
ration is one which will bring good reSeries '“L,” 4 bonds of $1,000
REPAIRS AND
everything-else had failed. ImproveCo. Best in town.
each. 4 per cent, int., due Feb.
sults, hence warrant the purchaseof
IMPROVEMENTS
A good 80 acre farm, '50 acres in ment came at once and four bottles
1, 1905-1908 ..................
4,000
any of the grains which .must be
entirelycured her." Guaranteed by W.
grass and the balance in crops.
It isn’t how much cold cream a
23 61
C. Walsh, Druggist. Price 50c and Bush Machine
bought. Sell some of the surplus corn
woman
puts
on
her
face
but
how
much
G. Van Wynen.
6 48
All improved.
Total outstanding indebtedness..
$20. 900
$1.00. Trial bottles, 10c.
Rocky Mountain Tea she takes inside if necessary to buy the other grains,
Holland Sheet
Mary Jennings, N. Yamhfll, Oregon—?
REVIEW.
Metal
9 55
that brings out real beauty. Hollister’s for it will pay, says Farmers’ AdvoCould not get along without Rocky
Slagh & Brink... 133 29
Our records show that during the Rocky Mountain Tea complexions stay. cate. The ration given is based on
Mountain Tea. Makes women strong
The latter 44x75 feet, two wells and beautiful. Keeps them well. 35 H. Costing ...... 14 30
school year of 1903-1904instructionwas 35 cents. Tea or tablets. Haan Bros. feeding a cow of average size aud apBirds work for man from the first petite and may be reduced or IncreasFrank B. Kammegiven in the following subjects:
of good water, 70 young fruit
cents. Haan Bros.
glimmer of light,
raad ........... 5 29
Phonics, orthography,reading, speled to suit individualneeds. For grains
trees and a vineyard, 6 miles
J. Spruit ......... 25
ling, language,arithmetic, grammar,
four pounds of wheat bran aud three
north of Holland, and 2
G. A. Roberts, of Lintner, 111., suf- J. A. Kooyers.... 2 00
geography,history, physiology, vocal
pounds of gluten meal with fifteen
CLOTHING TO ORDER.
fered four years with a wad In his J. Kcrkbof ...... 234 59
miles south of the West
music, drawing, writing,American ard
pounds of hay of good quality—this is
stomach and could not eat. He lest J. R. Kleyn est.. 37 51
English classics, English Literature, Lokker-RutgersCo. hare made jwOlive Pickle Factory.
the ration for one day aud is a most
K pound's. Two bottles of Dr. Cald- HolkeboerCo
76 58
American literature, word study, com- i rangementsto make clothing to order.
economical one. When the cows are
For information call at the place well’s Syrup Pepsin restored his appe- Scott -Lugers
position, rhetoric, algebra, higher Try them.
turned on to pasture, grain feeding
tite, cured his stomach trouble and toLumber Co
65 51
or address
arithmetic, geometry, zoology, botany,
day he Is well and hearty and says Bos & Bolhuis
should be continued, gradually reduc22 31
chemistry, astronomy, physical geograFOR LADIES.
be ewes his health te Dr. CaJdwell’s Van Eyck Machine
phy, physics,Latin, Greek history, We carry a nice up-to-date line of ing it as the grass gives the results in
S.
Syrup Pepsin. For sale by W. C.
Co .............13 00
Roman history,medieval and modern Dorothy Dodd and other makes of milk.
R. R. No. 4, Holland, Mich. Walsh.
J. J. Howden Co. 2,600 00
history, American history, German shoos. LOKKER-RUTGERS CO.
.
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ser off the South African coast If
Hie report should prove that the
Smolensk was tin- vessel which made
the examinationthen a vigorous protest will he made through Ambassador
liardiuge.

West Elcbth S

Office. 27

Will answer dur and night calls anc

go to any point

in the slate to do

surgical operations.

31

-03

CltlBVM rboM 17

The most important feature of the
incident however, is the identity of
the cruiser. If the Smolensk actually
examined the Comedian's papers she,
Muscovite Warships in Shanghai
according to the British officials,vioHarbor Continue to Repair
la ted the assurances given by the
Their Battle Damages.
Russian government that neither she
nor the St Petersburg would be used
DR. F. M. GILLESPIE,
again us meu-of-wnr.The Russian emNNTltT.
IT 18 UP TO THE BRITISH
bassy has not been advised of the
• Eaat Eighth
HelUM. Mich.
overhauling of the Comedian, and Is
Inclined to doubt if it occurred, that
NRfeT-CLXM RBNT1STRT Taotai Calls on the Coninl to Stop the the Smolensk was connected with It. in
ANS PRICES RISHT.
view of the specific Instructionsissued
Work at Once.
by the admiralty at St. Petersburg.
•mu: 8:90 1« 12 a. m.; 1:90 to 5:90 r.K.
So far as official information is conETeainRiiby Appointnent
OttAwa Phone 93.
Jap Fleet Waits Ontside— NogTCarrien cerned the matter is so hazy that it is
conceded in both diplomatic circles and
a Foaition at Port Arthur Inat the foreign office that it Is desiracluding Stoesscl'a Resible to obtain all the facts before fordence— End Seems
mally raising a question which may
Near.
develop into an important international dispute. The British authorities declare that if the Smolensk overhauled
With Savinq'S Department.
Tokio, Aug. 24, 0 a. m.— Admiral Ka- the Comedian, the matter has become
$50,000.00. taoka reports that as the Russian but of such gravity as to call for detertlesliip 8evasto]H>l was emerging from mined action on the part of this govG. J. Diekema,
G. W. i.IOKMA,
Tort Arthur yesterday she struck a ernment.
Presides!.
Cashii . '
mine, after which she was seen to Ik*
LATKB NEWS la CONFIBMATOUT

We Have One
DIA., A’S

Million

AND STARS

Central

HOW

St.

CAPTAL

will sell to you at
a very low price. Our prices

C-v

STAR A. STARS.

IP

Come and see them
and you will
surely BUY.

you saw our Fine
No.

House Moving.

back into the harbor.

was towed

<

You would be

Green Peeled

convinced that they

aree the best to be
our price

Nogi Seem* To Me Terribly Buay— Ship*
That Csu't Fight.

Chefoo, Aug. 24, 9:30 a. in.— A
Aug. 24.— Noon, yesterjunk which left Liaoti promontoryon
I
I am prepared to move liouses and day, the linal time limit allowed by
the night of Aug. 21 bus just arrived
•ther buildings, safes, Ac., prompt- the taotai of Shanghai for the Rus- here. She reports that the Japanese
sian cruiser Askold and the torpedo
ly and at reasonablerates.
have succeeded in occupying Antzslian
boat destroyer Grozovoi to disarm,
fort, as well as another fort, probably
I am not working for others, but passed without compliancewith his
Etseshan, about a mile southwest of
order.
A
meeting of the foreign condo the work myself, and guarantee
Antzslian. They have driven the Russuls was held in the afternoon,but the
skMis from the parade grounds (which
all work.
Russian consul general, M. Kleinmen- lie about two miles north of the harol7, "'as absent, and no definitecourse bor); they have destroyed two forts at
of action was decided upon. The taotai Chaociiunko, which is withn the eastCitz. phone C24. 77 west 5th St. has requested Sir Pelham Warren, the ern fortilications, and they have adBritish consul general, to order that vanced to a pout near Oknoehuuko.
the repairs to the Askold he stopped. This news confirmsinformation reeeved here previously, and which the
Jiip Fleet Awaiting Its Prey.
local Japanese were not inclined to
There is a Japanese fleet outside the believe.
The junk heard firing until midnight
harbor, awaiting developments.A visJUNE 26, U*y|.
Trains leave Itollaud as follows:
it to the Askold shows that her hull of August 22. Scarcely a buildingin
POPULAR PEANUTS.
is not in condition to go to sea. The Port Arthur remains undamaged. The
V«r ChicMg* uimI Wist—
•12 35 a.m. 3:30 a.m. 7:55 a.in. 1239 p.m.
town
llafll,which was used u«j a magThe SiiunlKh Variety May De Grown
repairs on the Russian cruiser’sboil{531 pm.
azine, has been destroyed. Four
as a Garden Plant In the North.
ers and funnelshave been rushed, but
i"«r Grand lUpids un<l Xorlh—
large warships unable to fight are at
The
cut shows respectivelythe smallthe
replacing
of
damaged
plates
in
her
^ 15 a. m.
12:4<p.m.tiSp.m 0 25 p.m. 11 40 p. m. hull Las been pursued in a desultory Port Arthur. Only one ship, a ves- est and largest “goobers"that have
•r Bag-iiiHWMild Detroit—
manner. In view of the circumstances sel with two masts and two funnels, reached our notice, says tin* Rural New
*5 15 a.m. 4 12p.m.
has guns- on board.
existing here certain prominent UnitYorker. The small varietyis known as
Par Msakegaii—
ed Statesnn firms made a request upon
5 35 a. m.
Ah Sin Is Mighty Foxy,
the
Early Spanish and is considered an
1 25 p.m.
4:20 p m.
United States Consul General GoodLondon. Aug. 24. — The Daily excellentforage plant for light soils in
Ottawa Beach— 12:55 p.m.
now for the protectionof cargoes and Chronicle'sChefoo correspondent says:
wharves near the Askold. This re- “The entire Chinese squadron has left hot seasons. The tops are cut and cured
Far Allegmi- 8J0a.ni. 35 p.m
quest
was forwarded by Goodnow to here, doubtless in order that it shall for hay before frost and are claimed to
Freightleares East Y at 11 :95 a. x.
Rear
Admiral Stirling,in command not be mixed up in further incidents be as nutritiousas clover. The peanut
•Dally. {St. Joe •nly.
of the United States fleet
is a legume like clover and grows best
H. F. MOELLER, Gen. Pass. Art.
of the Ryeshttelni kind.”
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Japs Arc Kraring Their Goal.

DEED DOME BY MISCREANTS

Chefoo, Aug. 24. — Accordingto reports brought here from Port Arthur
Attempt to Blow Down a Dam That
by
h*v a
a junk,
•,unk’ the
t le Japanese
‘b'Punese are
are hotly
hotly
Would Have Resulted In a Fearbrewing t3lt? Russian center along the
ful Catastrophe.
in the
Take the geauitt,«riflaal
i rab'va*v11,1(3the Russian right
,,w*
St.
Marys.
O., Aug. 24.— An attempt
ROCKV MOUNTAIN TEA vicinity of Golden hill. These advices
was
made
by
unknown persons to
are
brought
by
Chinese
who
departed
MtfeMlybyMariMalUtt.
clM C*.. MmUmq, WIs. || from Taipangtze, one mile from the Wow up the gates at the heather St.
keew ym well. Oar trMe
nurk cat m each packag*. city, near Golden bill, between the city Mary’s reservoirwith dynamite. Fortand the forts of the Russian right unately the charge of dynamite was
__
___
eabeti*
wing. The Chinese declare that the not sufficientlylarge to destroy the
iatc»im* tale. Ask year drag gfet.
Japanese occupi<*d Taipangtzeandpen- masonry or to displace the heavy
etrated along the railway to General gates. There has been much ill feelStoessel’sresidence Aug. 21. As this ing among the people living in the vireport would indicate that Port Ar- cinity of the reservoir,owing to the
Gas or GASOLINE
thur and all but fallen the Japanese widespread lielief that the banks of
Works-Andwon.Ind.
expert attached to the local consulate the big body of water are not safe,
Sii Thousand in Service
No experiment. A Uut. power- received tin* informationwith great notwithstandingthat the state lias
ful, economicalengine. Easy to
understand. Easy to start. Easy reserve.
spent large sums of money during the
—
to keep in adjustment.Write us.
past year in strengthening the earthOld
blKpatch
KcpfBt*d.
DEL1ABLE ENGINE CO., MONROE ST.
•M'L REP«£S£ATATIVE«“^GJUNDRAXIM,MICH.
London, Aug. 24.— A special from works.

Pi

DON’T Be FOOLEDI

.

r»

LAMBERT

-

-

JOHN

Had the object of the miscreants
boon attained the town of St. Marys
ami the adjacent valley would have
repetitionof a former telegram an- been swept by a most destructivefiord
nouncingthe capture of this fort. It causing great loss of life and property.
is almost in the center of the chain Tlie authoritiesare hard at work cn
of forts, of which it forms one. de- the case and hope shortlyto apprehend
fending Port Arthur, from which it is the perpetrators of the outrage.
only about a mile and half. It occuMake* It Warmer at Gotham.
pies a commanding position and is posNew York. Aug. 24.— By a vote o’
sibly second in importance only to the
the representativesof all the m&rs
Golden hill forts.
in the ! elidingTrades Alliancewhich
had not yet either struck or been.
WAS NOT ALL ONE WAV

maeh n es can be secured of
Chefoo says that the Japanese have
Fillmore Centre. Mich. A 15 borsecaptured
Chair fort
Etseshan
at
nf i? n?w'"*Pe ration at the farm of
Janie*Klein heksel,Fillmore, where It runs a Port Arthur. Tills dispatch is only a
U-rolIcern busker and shredder.
J

KOOPS.
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i

—
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While opening a box, J. C. Mount, of
Three Mile Bay, N. Y., ran a ten penny
nail through the Ashy part of his hand.
'T thought at once of all the pain and
•oreness this would cause me,” he says,

“and immediatelyapplied ChamberPain Balm and occasionallyafterwards.To my surprise it removed
all pain and soreness and the injured
Jiarts were soon healed.” For sale by
W. C. Walsh. Holland, and Van Ere'e
lain's

—

m

spring of these minerals
nramme
form. Trees on clay may need dressings of available potash and phosphate in the years when the tree is
bearing. On sandy soil the i>ear tree

always needs these manures. The

grown* in a* cold frame,"wiirgive ns
flowers during the latter part of December and January, and those who
are fortunate enough to possess a few
plants of petasites or Tussilagofragrans, or “winter heliotrope,”as it is
sometimescalled on account of its heliotropelikefragrance, can have flowers of this peculiarlyinterestingplant
In a warm, sheltered spot during the
month of February.

pear roots deeply, so that it is never
affected by droughts, and in clay soils
it doubtless draws mineral fertilizers
from the subsoilbelow where the roots
of grain and other crops usually grow.
It is a great mistake to allow the tapThen along in March comes a wonroot of a pear tree to be cut off before derful procession of both bulbous aud
it is transplanted.
hardy plants.-H.Green smith Before
Philadelphia Florists’ Club.
Axtera Clns*i:U>d.
Asters may be classed into early,
PronnKntlng Catting*.

midseasouand late, coming into bloom
For propagating cuttings an American
ordinarilyabout July 20, Aug. 15 and Agriculturistwriter advises to take a
Sept. 1. but varying, of course, with the

time of planting.The Queen of the
Market, in various colors, is the standard early variety, together with the
•when the roots are studded with tubersimilar Queen of Spring, Queen of the
cles, but the demand for plant food to
Earlies, etc. The recently introduced
develop the numerous large oily seeds
Tom Thumb Comet or Poodle is also
is so great that it cannot well be used
wortby. Of the midseasouthe Victoas a soil improver.The Spanish varieria, Peony Flowered Perfection and
ty sets an immense crop of little thin
Giant Comet are best known, but by no
sh' lied nuts of excellentflavor. They
means include ail the best kinds. The
are too small for general commercial
new CaliforniaBranchingComet is esuses, but meet a limited demand in the
pecially striking, and many othera
manufacture of fancy confectionery.
might be mentioned. Of the late vaThey make an excellentfattening food
rieties Semple Branching stands preeminent as one of the finest of asters,
especiallyfor commercial purposes.— R.
E. Smith, Massachusetts.

A

box twelve inches square and five inches deep, inside measure. A couple of
drainageholes should be made iu the
bottom. Around the sides of the box
place four 10 by 12 inch panes of glass
arid fill in first with a layer of drain-

A BOX FOB CUTTINGS.

age material,preferably charcoal, one
inch deep, then a bit of gravel and on
top of this at least three inches of
clean, gritty sand, not too fine. Another pane of glass 12 by 14 Inches rests
on the top, as shown In the cut
Tender plants, such as geraniums,
coleus, begonias and others, root off
quickly. Woody cuttings require more

Wrinkle With Cattlnga.
For summer propagation of roses a
cheese box filledwith sand is suspended iu a tub of water kept sufficiently
full to always reach the bottom of the
box, which should be perforated with
holes. This Is placed where it can
have the full heat of the sun. The cuttings are stuck Into the sand and root
readilyin a few weeks, when they are care. For instance,weigelia.forsythla,
transplanted.—Cor. American Garden- honeysuckle, etc., should have cuttings
taken from well ripened wood in July
ing.
or August. Cut to a length containing
two pairs of leaves. Remove the lower
HARDY FLOWERS.
pair and with a sharp blade make a
The** Are Growing In Favor— De- clean cut right at the joint. Many
PEANUTS LITTLE AND JUG.
cline of the Bedding Fad.
woody plants will not form a callus
*“•' h°gs, which may be pasturedon
The great advantage of gardening except when cut at this point. Leave
t:.-* I .::d after the tops are cut and al- with hardy plants and shrubs as com- the stem projectinga little above the
low-. ! to root out the uuts for them- pared with tender bedding plants bus upper pair of leaves so it may not dry

selves.
been frequently pointed out. An objec- back too far and injure the buds. Then
locked out. it has been decided to call j The Spanish peanut matures so quick- tion that they have a short blooming the two leaves left should have the
Jap Wur*Iiip Didn't Como Out UuHcathed i0.Ut.iv 5!!)mnw-‘ ,:,ou 'V0lkil'g for • ly in comparison with other kinds that period is all fallacious.I think it is a outer half of the blades removed.
A: S»n, Zeeland.
l.uildmgtrades Employ era’ assoda* it may be grown as a garden plant in really meritorioustiling,and for a very
Irom the Novik Fight.
lion linn. 1 his means a general strike J most northern states, with a fair chance small outlay one may have a hundred
Cantaloupe*For Local Market.
'Jokio. Aug. 24.
The
Japanese
M* M. Austin of Winchester, Ind.,
as far as the alliance can make it so, of good yields.They should be planted surprises a year, hardy plants being
In the vicinity of the large cities and
knew what to do in the hour of need. protected cruiser Tsushima alone de- ami will begin today.
preferably in light soil in rows like offered so cheaply.
most of tlie smaller towns of Georgia
His wife had such an unusual case of feated the Russian cruiser Novik. The
busli beans and requireabout the same
It has taken a great many years to many small fields of cantaloupes are
stomach and liver trouble,physicians first engagementoccurred Saturday,
NEWS FACTS IN OUTLINE
culture. The foliage is neat, and the educate the people up to the beauty raised for local market. Augusta Marcould not help her He thought of and
Aug. 20, and the Japanese protected
numerous bright yellow blooms are and utility of these plants,which can ket, Anne Arundel.New South, Deltried Dr. King’s New Life Pills and
she got relief at once and was finally cruiser Chitose finished the destrucThe story of the death of the assas- Very pretty. Frequeut stirringof the be used, owing to their endless variety, inonico. Chicago Market and Long Iscured. Only 25c, at W. C. Walsh’s tion of the Russian ship on Sunday. sin of Minister von Plebve is officially soil is beneficial in promotinggrowth for almost any conceivable purpose. land Beauty are desirablevarieties for
Drug Store.
The detailsof the engagement have denied in St. Petersburg.
and in enabling the embryo nuts to They are or can be adapted to all the local market.
reached the navy departmenthere.
When tlie judge at San Francisco bury themselves in the soil in the natu- soils and situations, high or low, wet or
The Tsushima found the Novik off sentenced Mrs. Botkin to life imprison- ral way. The nuts are very sweet and dry, sun or shade; you can find hardy
New* and Notes.
Korsakovsk
harbor at 4:30 p. m., Aug.
HOLLISTER’S
ment for the murder by poisoned pleasant when properly roasted and plants suitable to all these situations.
The apple growing business begins tc
20. She immediately signalledher disRocky Mountain Tea Nuggets covery to the Chitose by wirelesstele- candy of Mrs. J. P. Dunning. |10 told are particularly good keepers. We have One of the most hopeful signs of the enjoy an enviable reputation in the
her she ought to be hanged insteadof held them over two years In an ordi- present day is the ever increasing de- Champlain valley of Vermont.
A Buy Medicinefor Buy People.
graph. and at once attacked the eneimprisoned.
nary cellar with no apparent deteriora- mand for them. The demand for such
Brinn Golden Betlth end Renewed Vi™.
The American Rose society is anmy. The Novik was hit frequently
plants is only of recent date, and many nounced to meet next year with the
Floods in Arizona Territoryhave tion in flavor.
by the lire from the Japanese cruiser,
Commercial peanuts are of a larger beautiful varietiesare unknown save Pennsylvania Horticulturalsociety,
washed out miles of railway track and
and at 5:10 she retreated to the inner
type, averaging more than double the to a few.
trains arc held up in all directions^
March 22 to 24.
anchorage at Korsakovsk. She was
let1 f o?m “a?
For many years geraniums,coleus,
Terrificstorms continue throughout alze of the Spanish kind. The shells
Thorough spraying is the remedy for
then enveloped in white smoke and
Italy, especially iu the south, where are large and long, often containing altemantberns,achryauthus,echeve- plum rot. No halfway measures do any
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE evidently on fire.
three kernels or peas. Every effort is rias and a few similar plants seemed good.
The Tsushima had received projec- great damage and loss qf lifL* have almade in curing these nuts to retain the to hold the general sway. Then came
ready resulted.
July 25 to Aug. 1 Is early enough to
tiles through bunkers No. (5 and 8. She
fresh, bright straw color they have the statelycauna, and iu its wake now
The
German
Veterans
Association
begin spraying for downy mildew of
was leaking badly and listing, and
when taken from the soil.
LOTS FOR SALE.
comes the ever increasing demand for cucumber and mushmelon vines.
was forced to withdraw out of range of North America, in convention at St
The large nuts in the figure are sent something more substantial,and that
Two lots on Pine street and one an of the Novik’s guns for temporaryre- Louis, has elected Julius Frauz, of
The grapevine root worm is again reWest Seventeenthstreet f»r sale at
out as the New Mammoth. They are demand cau only be met by hardy perDallas, Tex., president.
pairs. These were effectedthat evenported present in the Chautauqua rereasonable prices and »n easy terns
haudsome
and
of very good quality. In ennials. In hardy plants we have been
Samuel M. Burdette, a member of
gion.
in,. The Chitose joined the Tsushima
Enquire at this •See.
Pennsylvania this variety makes a told time and again we cau have flowafter sundown of Saturday. The Tsus- the reportorlal staff of tlie Chicago
According to Bailty it is because
neat busli eighteen inches high and ers the entire year round.
hima was sent to guard the strait and Chronicle,and a newspaper man wideripening seed draws on the vitality of
uiue FarSitle.
ripens many of the mammoth, thick
A year ago last December I went out
the Chitose watched Korsakovsk har- ly known, is dead near Danville.Kv.
the tree that thinning the fruit Is good
A fine nine room and basement brick
shellednuts, but farther south, we un- in the woods near my home and was
St.
Paul
is
rapidly
recovering
from
bor. At dawn of Sunday the Chitose
for fruit trees.
house, on good residence street, for sale.
derstand,it is a strong runner and very surprisedto find the yellow aster
the effects of the recent storm.
Cement walks undeverything first-class. found that the Novik was sunk.
prolific in yield.
(Chrysopis maria na), and last DecemHow to Make Chicken Soap.
Senator Hoar, at the latest report
For particularsapply at this office.
HAS RUSSIA BROKEN FAITH ?
ber iu our nurseries,aud only a few
was slightly better.
Cut a small chicken iuto pieces an<
Clny Soil For Pear*.
days before Christmas I found in fry it a little in a saucepan with
A boarding home for aged members
FOR LADIES.
Brltsb Gorerment Is Again Hot Under the
It seems to be agreed that a heavy bloom Dianthussemperfiorens.various onion, a chopped green pepper,
of the Friends society will be erectCollar.
clay soil is best for the pear. There megaseas and one very beautifulvarie- ounce of lean raw ham cut in
We carry a nice up-to-date line
ed at Waynes ville,O.. by tlie Indiana
die
Dorothy Dodd and other makes
are various reasons for this, the prin- ty of erigeron.the highly praised torch fihaiKisand a tomato or two. Let th
London. Aug. 24.— The foreign of- yearly meeting of Friends.
shoes. LOKKER-RUTGERS CO
cipal one being that clay soil is al- flower.In n shelteredspot, sending up Bland covered tightlyfor about fiftec
fice has ordered the Britisli officials
As the result of a family quarrel
at Durban, Natal, to moke a com- Harry Miller, aged IT. shot and killed ways rich in mineral fertilizers,while its dense spikes of flaming coral and minutes, then add two quarts of watt
Pretty Miss Nellie Hascomb. Omaha:
a sandy or gravelly soil is deficient in braving not the autumn, but the winn awe my good looks and health t« plete report of the circumstances con- his father. John W. MiUer, at their this kind of plant food. But the clay ter storms. What tender plants would And boil for three hours. About a
hour before it is done add three tubli
home
near
Lewisburg.
O.
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Have nected with the reported examination
soil, though rich in phosphatesand have been showing up so wonderful
pooufuls of rice. Remove, the chicke
Milwaukee Day will be celebrated
fully regained my health." Ten $y tab- of the papers of the British steamer
potash, may not have them in availa- and brave on the autumn landscape?
from the soup aud serve. This is creo]
Rts. 35 cents. Haan Bros.
Comedian by a Russian auxiliarycrul- at the St Louis expositionon Oct 17.
ble, form and imiv nepd u dressing iu
Hclkhceos abrer aud i^s varieties, if •tyle.

—
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STATE OP MICHIGAN.
The Probate Court for the County

of

KILO

RfllEL Of

InThVmatter of the eet«teof Willem
Zoanehelt, deceased.
Notice is hereby plven that four
mon the from the 28th day of July, A.
D. 1904, have been allowed lor creditors
to present their claims against said deceaaed to said court for examination
and adjustment, and that all creditors Twin Cities Swept by a Torof said deceased are required to prenado, Working Death
sent thair claims to said court, at th*
probate office, in the city of Grand
and Havoc.
Haven, in said countv, on or before the
28th day of Novetnler, A. D. 1904, and
that said claims will be heard by said
court on Monday, the 28tbdayof No*
amber, A. D. 1994, at ten o’clock in REAPER’S HARVEST IS FIFTEEN
tba forenoon.
Dated Julv28th, A. D. 1904.
,

EDWARD P. KIRBY,

EXCURSIONS

out. The German-AmericanBank

Scores Are Wounded, Some
Whom Will Swell the
Dead Roll.

Pere Marquette

WORLD’S FAIR,

Do they

call you ’'count rilled?”
Let it be your Joy and pride,
You, who love the birds and bee*,
And the whispersof the trees!
Trust me, friend of flowers and grtaa.
Little brown-laced lad or lass,
Naught In all the world beside
Equals being “countrified.”

I

building, the Pioneer Press building,
ten and twelve-story structures, bad
scarcely a whole pane of glass left
above the second or third story on the
sides exposed to the storm.
VIA THB
PEOPEETY LOSS THESE MILLION These, with the First National Bank
building on East Fourth street, and
several wholesale houses farther east
SETTLERS’ FARES
Two Spans of a Steel Bridge Annihi- have the appearanceof having been
TO TH1 SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST.
bombarded.In the path of the wind
lated— Details of the DestrucOne-way, second-classtickets on sale
stood the long freight warehouse of
tion Wrought by the
nt all stationson first and third Tuesthe Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
days of each month Ask agents for
Tempest.
railway, and a sectionof this building
tf
particulars.
about 400 feet long Was cut out of the

Judge of Probate.

“COUNTSIFIED.”

Wabasha street for block* east on
Third street had scarcelya whole pun*
of glass in any window, while many
on the opposite side were also broken,
nn roofs on several buildings were
rolled in bundles as one would roll a
huge sheet of paper, and deposited In No One Is Killed, but Several of
Those Caught Are Very
the street; flying plate glass mixed
with the rain battered everything
Seriously Hurt
which stood before it. and horses and
carriages were swept along the street,
which were rushing torrents.
F0ETY-FIVE ARE ON ONE E0LL
Wires were torn down, and part of
the city was in darkness. The high
buildings reaching skyward above the Nine on the Other— Doth of Them in
smaller ones on East Third street were
the West— List of Badshaken to their foundations. The flue
ly Injured.
large plate glass windows were blown
in, and in several skylights were blown

middle.

ST. LOUIS.

v.

Trenton, Mo., Aug. 24. —

Rock

Chicago,

Island and Pacific train No.

3,

the west-hound passenger due to reach

Kansas City from Chicago at 8:15 p.
b., but which was slightlylate, was
derailed near the crusher plant just
west of Princeton, twenty-fourmiles
north of here, injuring forty-fivepersons, two of whom are In a dangerous condition. These two are; W. G.
Roby, AUertou. la., abdomen and back;
J. W. 8. Dunham, Washington, la.,
postal clerk, face <‘Ut, right shoulder
and spine strained,elbow and ankle
Injured.

not without betraying what I should
have kept God knows I have fought it
bard enough, but through this oorrospondenceI have grown to love you
with all my strength. Forgive my confession, and forget it in the happiness of

am

going sway.
“D. H."
The words blurred before Lina's
Up of mornings when the light
Stricken eyes. One fact stood out to
Reddens on the mountain height;
her in naked accusation:she had virtuHearing how the bird-throats swell
ally told a falsehood,for the first time in
With the joy they cannot tell;
Conscious that the morning sing*
her life. And this was her reckoning.
Like a harp with unseen strings,
Her fingers were like ice as she slipped
Over which the breezes glide;
the letter into its envelope, and laid it
This is being “countrified."
away. A white line grew around her
Roaming far, on summer days,
lips, at sight of its fellows, with their
Or when autumn woodlands blaze;
clear, bold superscription,lying in t e
Learning how to catch and tell
Nature's precious secrets well;
little drawer; for Lina had long since
Filled with sunshine,heart and face,
ceased to file them with the business
Or, where branches Interlace,
correspondence.
A sob rose in her
Dappled like the shy trout's side;
throat, hut she choked it back. The
This Is being “countrified."
truth of her heart had grown very apWhat though little fit to pose
parent to her in that half hour.
In the city’s ways and clothes?
Dull days followed, wherein her
There is vastly more to love
work dragged. She grew thin and pale,
In the brown of Nature'sglove.
Health and happiness and tan
despite her whipped-upinterestin the
Are best fashionsfor a man,
healthful pursuits that had hitherto
All who near to God abide
been a delight and inspiration. No
Are, in some way, “countrifled."
—James Buckham, in Journal of Agricul- one but Mabel Rogers guessed the seture.
cret; and, at the end of a miserable
half year, Lina’s people sent her, a
dispiritedghost of herself, to recuperate at the summer home of a friend.
There, Lina protested in vain that
rest and quiet were all she needed.
“I don’t want to be entertained,”
she begged; but the lady turned a
deaf ear.
"You’re a living demonstration of
By HATTIE PRESTON RIDER
my theory that thinking is injurious,”
she declared, flippantly.“Now, the
correctiveprinciple is stirring up, ex(Copyright,W04, by Dally Story if ib. Co.)
citement, pleasure.” So she issued inT INA leaned back in her chajr and vitations for a lawn party.
“There’s a friend of Fred's coming,
Ij surveyed the clearly-writtensheet
to whom you should be particularly
in her hand with dimpled amusement.
"You’ll answer it, of course?” ques- nice,” said Mrs. Mayfield,teasingly,on
the evening in question. “He doesn’t
tioned Mabel, half -enviously.
“Indeed I shall,” Lina responded. dream I know it, but he purloined a
“What’s more, since he is kind enough cut of you out of my Writers’ Journal
your full life. I

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 22.— Fifteen
The story of Minneapolis is similar
trip tickets at low rates on
Four Curs Leave the Track.
people were killed in the fierce tornado
sale at all ticket stations. Ask agent*
to that of St. Paul, and the damage
The
slightly hurt are nearly all from
which
overwhelmed
the
Twin
Cities,
for rates, limit of tickets and full pardone left hardly a building in the path
tf
and which wrought devastation in oili- of the storm uninjured. The total loss Iowa, and their wounds consist of cuts
and bruises principally,though there
er parts of the state Saturday night. of $1,000,000 and the death and casST. JOSEPH, $1.00.
are one or two broken bones. Among
The aggregate property loss is con- ualty list in the foregoing includes
them are: E. J. Savage, South Bend,
MUSKEGON, 50c.
servativelyplaced at $3,000,000. Of these items at Minneapolis.
Ind., and Dr. Benedict, Fort Wayne,
WHITEHALL, 75c.
this amount St. Paul suffered to the
Ind.. legs hurt. Four ears — the mail,
PENTWATER, $1.00.
FATAL RIOT AT CHICAGO
extent of about $1,000,000; Minneapolis
baggage and smoking cars and one
Sunday, August 28.
damage Is oAimated at $1,300,000,
One
of the Aesallants of Non-Union Men coach — left the track. The mail car
Train will leave Holland at 9.00 a. m. while in the outside districts it is
and smoker turned over and fell down
Killed and Eight Other Strikers
See posters, or ask Agents for particuan embank me ul. The baggage car and
feared that $300,0(10 will not cover the
H. F. MOELLER, G. P. A.
Wounded.
the coach are standing with one end
damage
done
to
cijops
and
farm
propAu«r. 19-20.
Chicago. Aug. 22. — The crowning
on the dump. The injuries are al,,
riot of a month of violence took place most ccnlhiedto the passengers in the
NORTHERN RESORT EXCURSION
List ojLThoso Killed.
at the stock yards when a mob of smoker. It is presumed that the enVIA
The dead are: J.orin F. Hokanson; strikers attacked a Lake Shore train
gine tank jumped the track as In the to presume l have a husband,I shall once when he was here.”
PERE MARQUETTE RAILROAD
George Kwenton, carpenter — both carrying non-unionmen to the yards case of the Altamontwreck last week, tell him that worthy gentlemannever
Lina flushed scarivt, remembering
August 6th.
at Tivoli theater: Viola Robertson,
other things. She laughed a little, but
and was met with a fusilladeof bul- causing the derailing of the curs lob dictatesmy correspondence.It is
Annual Low Rate ExcursionGood for aged 12. at House of Good Shepherd;
long way the most interstingtribute, with- an internalsickeningsense of
. lowing,
Albert Odho; (i-y ear-old sou qf_FR}liJ$
Ten Days’ Trip to the Resort
Mab, that my genius has ever received.’ loss, and heartily hoped the unknown
. i ^ .Rod Case cf Colllelon.
Hedges; unknown girl, fcgecl 10 years and eight were wounded. The stones
“There’s always a certain risk in pilfererof her picture might have a
Country.
Pawnee
City.
Neb..
Aug.
24.
A
all at St. Louis park; Richard Hillis- hurled by the mob caused but slight
friendly
correspondencewith a stran- toothache and stay at home. He had
Excursiontickets will be on sale at
bad wreck occurred at Violet, six miles
injuries, and the assailantsfled in evslipped her mind entirely, when, three
all of the principaloffices of the Pere bick, operator at MinneapolisJuncger,”
ventured
Mabel, oracularly.
west of here, on the Burlington. No. 15.
Marquette R. R. Co. on date above tion, killed by lightning;unknown wo- ery directionwhim the shooting began.
hours later, sweet and bewitchingin
Lina’s eyes danced.
mentioned, for regular and special man; four unknown dead at Wacouia, The dead man is Albert Maskey, a a passenger train, was standing on the
"No
doubt
]t
vyiii Wreck my domestic her pink organdie, she stood among
trains.
small station twenty miles west of member of the Beef Loaders’ and £ kip- track expectingNo. 30 to take the sidpeace,”she aireed. Then she shook her her friend'^ suests. Oh! It was all
Tickets will be sold to following
Minneapolis;
Mary O’Donnell (aged pers’ union. The wounded are: Dan- ing. but for some reason No. 30 kept head. “This Dwight Hillman is a gen- very dear of Maud. But she would
points, but may be used to interemdiate
the track and ran into No. 13. Tlio
stations north of and including Bald- 13); 17-year-oldson of Patrick O’Don- iel O’Mara, leg; Dennis Ryan, arm;
have given every pretty dress she
engines of l>oth trains were badly tleman, Mab. I Ime him, on paper, at
win, where regular trains are scheduled nell; Frederick Gross and Mrs. Gross,
H. Hanson, body grazed; Richard Far- smashed up, but no one was killed. least. You people who see me eating owned to be out of it and away.
to stop:
his mother— all of Glencoe, Minn. EdPast a fluffy crepe-de-ebine shoulrcl, scalp grazed; Albert Johnson, arm; Several of the passengers were very steak and potatoes every day never
Ludington,Traverse City, Manistee,
win Gilbert is missing.
Peter Tcelles,neck; John E. Kinsella, seriously injured, but it is thought none realize how delicious it is to be regarded, der, presently,she saw Mrs. Mayfield
Elk Rapids, Charlevoix, Bay View,
Those Most SeverelyHurt.
arm; Michael Boni. leg. None of the fatally. No. 30 was heavily loaded. once in awhile, as a creature all intellect piloting a tall, dark-haired, fine-lookPetoskey, Frankfort and
The worst injured are: William wounds is serious.
The injured were attended by the and imagination.”She stood up and ing man directly toward her. Even
Mackinac Island.
Lungby, skull fractured, fatal; Olaf
The attack was made when the train company'ssurgeon and were taken to stretched out her strong young arms, then she did not recall her hostess’
For particulars as to rates, time of Hanson, knocked unconscious; Theohearing non-unionmen stopped at a Wymore.
warning. A moment later, the group
with a wholesome,ringing laugh.
trains, etc., see large bills or make indore Schweitzer,seriously: James crossing, according to orders. There
“Suppose his interest should become about her fell back, and Mrs. Mayfield
quiry of Pere MarquetteAgent.
Namfli* of the Worst Hurt.
Dougherty,Omaha brakewnn, severe- were 1,000 strikers and sympathizers
Aug. 19-Sept.2.
presented her companion, whose
Nine persons were injured, three too personal?” Mabel suggested.
ly bruised; Mrs. Robert Younger, in- there and the trouble began at once.
“It couldn’t,” Lina declared. “There’s name, however, Lina failed to catch.
of
them
seriously,
and
others
slightly
ternally, may be fatal; Charles Strong, The police got there after the rioters
the suppositioushusband, you know.”
“Fred’s friend, dear. Don't be too
Rexall Cough Syrup never fails to*
machinist, badly bruised; Theresa had tied, but they arrestedGluey Ever- bruised. Those who were able went
"Even an actual husband isn’t always long getting acquainted.I want you
stop the worst cough. If it does we
on
to
St. Joseph, and the others were
Kempf, actress,
badly cut and ett. charged with doing the shooting,
refund your money; 25c at
both on the ices ” said the lady as she
taken to division headquarters at WyHAAN BROS. body bruised; Sadi Kenny, actress, and every other man on 'the train who more. The injured at Wymore are:
slipped
--- ^i****'*'anus cut and head’ bruised; David Ber- had u weapon on his person.
The stranger offered his arm, and
George Gray, engineer of train No. 30.
lin, stage hand. Tivoli theater, arm
The packers have Issued a statement
Get a bottle of Rexall Cough Syrup
Lina moved mechanically with him
injured internally,may lose a foot;
for that cough. Satisfaction guar- seriouslycut; sister at House of Good fqr the public, explaining their posiacross the grass. She had caught one
Fireman Giles, foot badly crushed; E.
Shepherd,
injured
internally,
condition
anteed; J5c at
tion and declaring they will not enter
hasty glimpse of glowing eyes and
HAAN BROS. critical; unknown child, may die; Polly into any agreement with the butcher C. Beck,- severely, but not fatally incompressedlips that half-frightened
ONeil, actress, hip and body bruised workmen. They distinctly declare they jured; Mrs. Beck, slight; baby of Mr.
If you want a swell suit of cloth** and cut: Warren Whitney,piano playher; a trite speech died in her throat,
and Mrs. Beck, ribs broken, condition
will not negotiate any more with the
call
Lokker & Rutgers Co.
and she damply sufferedherself to be
er. Tivoli theater, badly cut about unions. The history of the trouble is critical; James Mendenhall,train inbody and bruised; J. Weinholzer,hip briefly recited and the strikers are spector, It is alleged the air brakes
“I’d like to know!” burst forth the
FARM FOR SALE— Farm of 80 acres bruised and burned by live wire; F. E. directlyaccused of bad faith in violat- on No. 30 foiled to work and the enstranger, impulsively, at safe dis^afitS
2 miles west of Coopersville;30 acre* Ford, shocked by live wire and burned; ing the agreement for arbitration. On gineer could not stop his train.
improved;small peach orchard*, part John Hammond, Fort Snolling; Peter the other hand the strikers haw issued
from the others, “what is your opinsuitablefor growing celery. Inquire of Smith, bartender, shoulder dislocated
ACT OF GRACE BY THE CZAR
ion of a man who jumps at conclustatement declaring the policy of
Benj. Bosink, R. F. D. No. L, Hudson- and bruised about body and limbs;
sions, and then rushes madly off withthe packers to have been oppressive,
ville.
John Lindlund.no.sebroken and wound and always in opposition to the union. How He Notes Hie .Satisfactionat the Birth
out even testing them? Miss Radford
of an Heir to the Rushlau
on head; unknown boy, renderedun—Lina”— his voice softened with sudThrone.
den, shaken gentleness— “Can you conBuilds up muscular flesh, healthy conscious by live wire. Scores of other
St. Petersburg. Aug. 24.— Emperor
tissue, rich, red blood; clears the stom persons in all districts of the city are
ceive of a greater blunderer than I
ach, kidneys and liver. That’s what reported to have sustained bruises and
IS
Nicholas’manifesto on the birth of an
have been?”
Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35 cents. cuts by falling timbers and glass.
A swift terror took possession of
heir to the throne abolishes corporal
Haan Bros.
Lina. Who was this— a well-dressed
HOW THE WILD WIND CAME DOWN Alexander Jester Admits He Killed punishment among the rural classes,
Gilbert Gates In Kansas Many
lunatic? or— She paused and drew
and for first offenses among the sea
Good for father. Good for mother.
Years Agu.
away, facing him in the light of the
Two
Spann
of
a
Bridgu
Annihilated—
Deand land forces;remits arrears owing
Good for the whole family. Makes the
overhanginglanterns. With a deep
•truction in the Town.
to the state for the purchases of laud
children eat, sleep and grow. Rocky
Chicago, Aug. 23.— The murder of unci other direct imposts;sets apart
breath, he reached out. taking forcible
Beginning at a point below Fort
Mountain Tea is a family blessing. 35
possession of her hands.
cents. Haan Brt>s.
Snelliug there is the first known evi- jGilbertGates, brother of John W. $1,590,000from the state funds for
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CONFESSES CRIME
AS HE
DYING

“God knows what I’ve sufferedall
Gates, has been recalled by the start- the purpose of forming an inalienable
ANSWERED IT AS THE WRITER HAD these wretched months,”he went on,
ling
confession
of
Alexander
Jester,
fund
for
the
benefit
of
landless
people
aging effect. It came from the southEARNESTLY BEGGED.
unsteadily. “For it was only this
For a $2.00 shoe try Lokker- Rutgers west, and howling in its fury uproot- an aged itinerarypreacher of Carbon- of Finland; grants amnesty to those
Co. Best in town.
Finlanders
who
have
emigrated
witha safeguard,”insisted the pessimist; morning I learned from Mayfield what
ed trees and demolishedbuildings in dale, 111., who half an hour before he
a monstrous mistake I’d made. Tell
out authorization;remits fhe fines iin- but Lina laughed again.
breathed
his
last
admitted
that
he
DOES IT PAY TO BUY CHEAP? its pathway toward SL Paul. It tore
jiosed upon the rural and urban com“Don’t croak, cara mia. It’s only a me, dear, that I shall not wake in a
off two spans of the high bridge as killed Gates thirty-threeyears ago on
A cheap remedy for coughs and colds
few minutes and find it only a mockmunes of Finland which refused to harmless lark, anyway.'
is all right, but you want something completely as if they had been unbolt- a Missouri trail, near Wichita,Kus. submit to military conseriptiouin 1902
ing dream, after all.”
So
she
penned
her
reply
to
the
uned
from
the
rest
of
the
structure
and
Gates’ watch and valuables were
that will relieve and cure the more
and
1903, and also remits the fines known admirer of her literaryhandiWith a smothered, hysterical cry,
severe and dangerousresults of throat carted away by workmen. There the found afterwards in tbe possession of
imposed upon the Jewish communes craft, her eyes sparkling over her naive Lina snatched away her hands as he
bridge
connected
with
the
high
bluffs
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Jester, who was arrested and confined
Go to a warmer and more regular cli- at West St. Paul, and it is ISO feet in jail at Mexico, Mo., to await trial. in the cases of Jews avoiding military allusionto the imaginary husband, and would have lifted them to his lips. A
service.
mate? Yes, if possible;if not possible above the river. This mass of steel
her corroborative full signature,“Lina quick change, that cut her to the heart
Shortly after liis incarcerationJestThe manifestoprovides for a gen- Watts Radford.” Clever as she was in in spite of herself, passed over his
for you, then in either case take the was carried to the fiats below, where
ONLY remedy that lias been intro- flying steel girders ami heavy planks er broke jail and was not recaptured eral reduction in sentences for common character-sketching,she did not realize face, leaving it white.
until five years ago. He was then
duced in all civilizedcountries with
law offenses, while. a general amnesty how much of her own warm, shy, mirth“How dare you!” she quavered.
fell on several small frame houses of turned over to the authorities by his
success in severe throat and lung trouis accorded in tbe cases of all political
“What
are you saying to me, an utter
loving
personality
went
into
that
letbles, “Boschee’sGerman Syrup.” It the flat dwellersand crushed them sister who had been in love with offenses with the exception of those
stranger?”
ter.
not only heals and stimulates the tis- completely.None of the occupants of young Gates. During the trial, which
in which murder lias been done.
He stood quite still, bewildered.
Hillman’s second came with amazing
sues to destroy the germ disease, but these houses was hurt, they having opened Juiy 9, 1902, the prosecution
promptness, so manly and respectful,
“When a man has written a woman
allays inflammation, causes easy ex- seen the storm coming and gotten out heard 125 witnesses,while Jester sumGothmm Dcuioci aU ‘‘Get Together.”
pectoration,gives a good night’s rest, of its path.
with Its undercurrent of ardent interest, such letters as mine to you, he hardly
moned thirty in his defense. The
New York. Aug. 24.— National Chair"and cures the patient. Try ONE botThe storm tore along the flats, up- verdict of acquittalwas a surprise in man Taggart receiveda number of vis- that Lina had two minds to put it in her merits that title, does, he, dear?” h®
tle. Recommendedmany years by all rooting trees on Herriet island, and
view of the facts brought out by tbe itors at the national Democratichead- private drawer, instead of filingit prim- asked, a trifle huskily.
druggists in the world. You can get
struck this city at the Wabash street testimony.
ly with her business correspondence. The lighted lawn surged round Lina.
quarters, among them David B. Hill,
this reliable remedy at W. C. Walsh’s.
bridge. Here were located at the
Rememberng Mabel's dismal prophecies, She put out one hand, grasping nothwho had been in constant conference
Price 25c and 75c.
Reservoir Gates Dynamited.
bridge entrance, on opposite sides of
she sternly denied the leaning. But she ing.
all
day
with
the
state
loaders
at
the
St Marys, O.. Aug. 23.— Before dayWabasha street, the Tivoli concert hull
answered
it, as the writer had earnestly
“Your— letters?”she gasped; and the
Hoffman House. It is announced that
and Empire theater, both of which break tbe gates at the head of St the difference*between Leader Mur- begged she should.
next instant the audacious stranger
were fairly crowded with men watch Marys reservoir were blown up by
That was the beginning. Before many had his arm around her, drawing her
phy. of Tammany Hall, and Senator
ing the performance. The full force dynamite. The report of the explosion
weeks Lina found herself watching for back into the frinedly shadow of the
McCarren,
of
the
state
executive
comof the tornado struck them. The build was heard for miles. The buildings
mittee, have been settled so far as the white messengers with a feverish exiugs began to sway and rock and the here were shaken and some windows
pectancy even the crisp business mis“My letters, of course,” he was asthey relate to the present campaign.
audience became panic-stricken. Men were broken. Intense excitement presives of the publishershad never excited suring her, with a suspiciousbreak in
and boys rushed over each other for vails, but every precaution lias been
within her.
SupiioHud To Re from Jmlittnsi.
his laughingvoice. “Why, Lina, did
the exits. The lights went out and the taken to prevent a flood. There are
Hillman had told her that he was 37, you not realize it was 1— Dwight HillConcordia. Kan.. Aug. 24.
The
lightningflashes, one following anoth- many who consider the reservoir a
body of a young man supposed, from and an architect by profession.For her- man’s self? Oh, darling! I have not
er with gunfire rapidity, illuminated menace to surrounding farms.
papers found upon him. to be Walter self, she avoided anythingrelating to hoped in vain, have I?— though you
a scene of pandemonium.
Mrs. Maybrick Has Arrived.
Kemp, of Romney, ml., was found be- her privateaffairs,partly from real shy- were so cruel as to let me go on beSections of the roof were blown
New York, Aug. 23.— On board the side the Union Pacific track between ness, partly in a spirt of mischief,re- lievingall those months that you were
through the air and landed east in Red Star line steamer Yaderland, Yiniug and Clifton. He had evidently membering his former allusionto her
cvirytWii worth livloi lor.
the wife of another!”
Third street, a block distant. Under- which arrived from Antwerp was Mrs. fallen from a train, breaking his neck. supposed marriage.They wrote mainly
“Go and fetch Lina and Mr. Hillman,
neath the debris of the Tivoli were
of current literary matters, her own will you, Fred?” said Mrs. Mayfield
U ablets
Florence Cbanler Maybrick. recently
found when the storm had passed the
Monroe Ready for Rattle.
methods, plots, or proposed work. Often,
In hour "later, Her eyes danced
mangled bodies of Lorin F. Hokanson, released from prison in England. Mrs.
San Fmecisco. Aug. 24. — Munroe too, she found his frank criticism invalu- 1 when her busband returned,
•re Maf iof thnuadi of mn **4
with A
Maybrick
was
entered
on
tbe
passenwowea nt of orro-aisery
one of the employes in the concert hall,
has made his last public appearance
haoplMM ud railed etreoith.
! face of comic dismay. “You darent?
ger list us Mrs. Rose Ingraham, a
and
George
Kwenton,
one
of
the
auuntil he faces Jeffries Friday night.
If yon ere weak, nervous, irritaThe correspondence ran on for six ! well, Grace and Farley will do. I'm
name which she took Trom her greatble, or can oot aieep, you need
dience.
Jeffries will work up to the day of months with blissful smoothness.Then g^g to make Dwight a present of
Paloo Tablet^.
grandparents.
the fight.
GREAT DESTRUCTIONOF GLASS
a change crept into Hillman'sletters.tbat mutilated copy of the Writers"
60 cents,12 boies for 15.00.
American BicyclistDead.
They grew constrained brief. Lina, in I journal.”
Book free.
Went the Full Twenty Rounds.
CniHhod Whenever (he Wind Hit It— High
Paris. Aug. 23.— George Leander.
doubt and misery, answered as briefly.
Halsid Drag Co., Cleveland,Oi
Los Angeles. Cai.. Aug. 24.— "Twin”
RuildiugHAre Stricken.
tbe American bicyclist, is dead from
A long, nerve-rackingsilence followed, | Morgan got a foot of water In bl>
Sullivan, of Boston, was given the deOn the storm rushed to the north- injuries sustained while racing on
broken at last by a curt note from Hill- j launch the other day. He insists,bowcision over Du\e Barry, after twenty
east, over the wholesale district, and Sunday last. George Leander was
man
ever, that he never had water in anything
rounds
of
hard
fighting.
S»1<1 bj >V.C. Walsh, Driggist, Balland. every building lacing the south from born in Chicago.
“I have nut written,because I could ' else.
dence that the storm struck with dam-
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Fruit-Jarwrenches 1(1 cents. The i S. Sprletsma, the
.o
best out. no trouble to loosen or lighten! having a cement walk laid in front of
a fruit Jar cap. We sell th.- largest his residence on West Eleventh street.
| Miss Jeanette Westveer will teach at
<-ent tablet in the city A pencil
filled with scholars'necessities _for 5 the Beech wood school, north side, the
cents. The." and 10-cenlstore. 41 East coining school year.
Eighth street.
Ther* Is sure to be
rush next
Wednesday at John Vandereluls’ when
he will sell those beautiful wide embroideries for 13c a yard. These are all
manufacturedends and not a yard will
be sold before I* o'clock next Wednesday. See them in Mr. Vandersluis'
One week more and the little folks show window.
Bill again wend their way to school.
Mrs. E. Werkman of West Eleventh

W

a

LOCALISMS.

Read the annual report of Se< retar}•
G. J. Van Duren of the Board of Education. It shows $7,371.55 on hand and
the budget for 190MW5 calls for
about 122,000.The city schools under
the efficient management of Buj.i. J. E.
Clark, are in splendid condition and
rank among the best In the state. The
whole number of teachersemployed
last year. Including superintendent and

special teachers. ..as 40. pupils enrolled 1,874, average dally attendance
1.420, average pupils to each regular
teacher 42. The school census of 11)03

was 2,525.
Monday, September 5. is Labor Day. street celebratedher eighty-fourth Five youngn me from Overisei were
Most of the business places will be birthday last Friday. Children,grand- before JusticeNash yesterday morning
closed.
childrenand great grandchildren gath- and settled for a “good time' thev had
Reports from the woods and fields eied for the happy occasion to show the night of June 21 this year. Old Mr.
are that game will be quite plentiful their respect.Many old friends also Bergsma and his wife. It seems, separated some months ago and later decalled to extend their best wishes
this fall.
The three-months-old child of Glenn Rev. and Mrs. William Hazenberg cided to again live together. Gerrit
Hall, 108 West Tenth street, died last and their daughter Grace have started and Henry Klomp, Aart Kompagner,
Jacob Vander Bos and Gerrit Walters
,
on their trip to South Africa by way of
thought the occasior worthy of celebraLondon,
England.
It
is
the
Intention
to
Next Sunday Dr. H. E. Dosker will
tion. so they went to the Bergsma
dispose
of
their
real
estate
and.
mining
conduct servicesin the chapel at Cenhome to give the couple a charivari
properties,
after
which
they
will
pertral Park
a. rn. and 7 p. m.
manently locate in this city, residing They tried to get the old gentleman to
J. Poppen of Forest Grove has made
give them money, but that he would
in their residence on East Twelfth
the first entry' for the coming fair. The
not do. Not content with making a
street
entry was in the horse department.
noise, they broke down windows and
Mrs. William J. Olive received word threw water on Mr. Bergsma. The
Cali early and get better choice,pin
the other day that her brother. Free- justice fined each boy |5 and costs,
cushions and foot stools, at VanArk
man Anderson, employed as relief which averaged about $7.50, which
Furniture Co.
agent by the Buffalo.Rochester& Pitts- they paid. Before going home they
Miss Anna De Haan will again teach burg Railway company, was run down
made a tour of Inspection around the
the primary department in district at Bradford. Pa., while placing a switch jail.
It was probablynot so inviting
No. 1. Fillmore township.
light and so badly injured that both that they care to board there.-Allegan
A. H. Meyer, the well-knownmusic feet will have to be amputated. He is Gazette.
dealer, who has been very ill with UU years old.
typhoid fever, is improving.
Next Thursday evening at 7:30 Mr.
LOUTIT FOR SENATOR.
Tuesday evening the ladies*guild of Walter E. Hartley, of La Port, Ind.,
Grace church will give a lawn social at will give a superior organ recital in
W. H. Loutit. who was nominated
the home of Mrs. Peter Brown. 1.7 West Hope church. No admission will be by the democrats of the twenty-third
Ninth street.
charged, but a silver collectionwill be senatorial district, comprisingOttawa
and Muskegon counties, last week
Rev. Henry J. Veldman, who was taken to defray expenses.
Thursday has notified the committee
unanimouslycalled by the Third ReGrand
Rapids
Herald.— Owing to im- that he has accepted the nomination.
formed church of this city, will preach
me.ise traffic which the Graham &. The convention was an enthusiasticone.
to the congregation next Sunday.
Morton line has been handling this George F. Shattuckof Muskegon, was
E. C. Cady has received word that season, aided by the Holland Interur- chairman and W. O. Van Eyck of this
his brother at Marion, Indiana, had ban load, it is stated yesterdayby city acted as secretary. A. Michmerbeen seriouslyhurt. He left for that Traveling Freight and Passenger shulzen of this city was chairman of
place Wednesday night.
Agent W. H. Graffam of that com- the committee on resolutions.The folT. VandeWater, who operates a pany that the proposition of building lowing resolutionswere adopted.
sprinkler wagon and recently lost two
new steel steamer is being consid- The senatorialcommitteenamed conof his horses, is now afflicted with ap- ered by the company.
sists of Mayor Eyke of Muskegon. Willpendicitis.
Last Wednesday the funeral services iam Baumgartel o. this city and George
The upholsteringshop of C. M. Han- of William Wyatt were held from the F. Shattuck of Muskegon.
The nomination- of Mr. Loutit is an
son has been removed from 1-Jo East Methodist church. The deceased was a
Eighth street to over the wagon shop member of Company K, Seventy-sev- excellent one in every way. Mr. Loutit
of H. Takken on East Eighth street.
enth New York and had lived in Hol- is well, and favorablyknown in his
home town. Grand Haven, and in difArthur R. Lewis, formerly of this land and vicinity for a number of ferent parts of Ottawa and Muskegon
city and now of Marshall, has accepted years. He was 75 years old and lived
counties. He is a man of excellent
a position as city editor on a morning at 180 East Tenth street He leaves character and well able to fill the ]>ositwo daughters, Mrs. A. Seif, Jr., and
paper in a western town.
tion for which he is nominated.
Mrs. Ernest De Fey ter.
In the Republican caucus In Blendon
RESOLUTIONS.
Parents who desire to equip their
township,Tuesday, Cornelius Andrie
We, the democrats of the Twentyhad 105 votes as candidate for sheriff childrenfor school this fail will do well
to send them to The Book Store of H. third senatorialdistrict of Michigan, in
and Jessie Woodbury 65.
Vander Ploeg. This is the first year convention assembled, heartilyendorse
We have just receiveda lot of second Mr. Vander Ploeg has made arrange- the platforms adopted by the national
hand school books. Just as good as ments to meet the school trade and his and state conventions, and pledge our
new. The price of course is much line
of school books and other supplies best efforts for the electionof the nalower than new ones. See ad. of Slagh
is fresh and up-to-date.See ad for tional ticket led by Judge Alton B.
& Brink.
Parker, and the state ticket headed by
specialoffer in writing tablets.
The steamers Puritan and Holland
Woodbridge N. Ferris. We favor the
Last
Saturday
afternoon
at
5:30
Rev.
of the Graham & Morton line did not
election of railroad1 and tax commismiss a trip this season. Double daily A. Keizer united In marriage Cornelius sioners by a direct vote of the people.
Hoogensteyn
and
Miss
Rose
Charland
service will probably close about the
We. further, favor the -adoption of
at the home of the groom's parents at stringent primary reform measuies, so
second week in September.
ICi West Ninth street. Roy Calkin was
The Robinsontownshipdelegates to best man and Miss Jeannette De Feyter that governmentof the “machine,” by
the Republicanconventionwere in- was bridesmaid. About twenty-five “machine*’ politicians,and for “machine” favored corporations and indistructed to support Jesse G. Woodbury
relativesand intimate frineds were viduals. may perish in Michigan.
for sheriff and James H. Luther for
present and smilr.x and flowers were
We, further, call the attention of the
treasurer.
the main decorations.Mr. Hoogen- voters of Muskegon and Ottawa counB. Kieft, formerly of this city, and steyn is a painter.
ties to the fact, that in order to insure
who lately moved from Kenosha to The Maccabees of Kent and Ottawa the enactmentof the necessary'reform
Milwaukee.Wis.. was in the citv last counties enjoyed their unual field day measures, senators and representatives
Monday to attend the funeral of his at North Park. Grand Rapids, last must be elected who believe in the
sister. Mrs. J. De Weerd.
Saturday. About 1,000 were present principles enunciated in the democratic
A lot 4114x132, located on West and a good time is reported.Next sum- state platform, and not men who hurEighth street, opposite the engine mer the annual picnic will be held in rah for primary reform at home, and
house, and known as the Fannie Ter Holland. The following offleeres were yet at Lansing will favor the antiBeek property, has been bought bv elected: President,A. E. McClalleu of primary-reformmachine.
William Nykarap and A. W. Baker of Holland: vice president, John Brycts of
Mrs. G. Watfirmulder of Grand Rapids. Grand Haven; secretary.Lucy Wise of
Card of Thanks.
Mrs. George Farnsworth pleasantlv Holland; treasurer,Charles Christmas
How our hearts go
..thank«;r>tert lined a few of her friends at aii of Grand Haven.
fulness to Him and. to you all who so
Informal afternoon and dinner WednesSome of the inhabitants of the local
day at her home at MontelloPark. resorts are preparingto leave. The thoughtfully and lovingly manifested
Tlhose present were Mesdames Holley, Chicago-boundsteamers are carrying your sympathy during these days of
Belcher. Race, Banister. Baldwin. tourists from the Macatawa bay resorts grief and sorrow, when the messenger
of death stepped into our home and
Claudine Race and Clara Baldwin.
in large numbers. There is a big de- took from us a loving wife and kind
A- Tanner, who has for several years mand for staterooms on the night mother. He alone who notes our every
operated an independent ferry at Maca- steamersand the limit of the boats* act can duly reward you for the same.
tawa Park,, has sold his residence,boat sleeping capacity is nearly reached in
J. H. DE WEERD AND FAMILY.
"Very, etc., to the Macatawa Park Co. every night trip. The day boats, as
Mr. Tanner is custodian of the railroad well, are carrying heavy passenger
Allegan Probate Court.
propertyat Ottawa Beach and will lists both ways.
Estate of Harm Bonselaar. deceased.
move there.
The Allegan County Pioneer society Will admitted to probate and Hillijen
At the Republican ward caucuses held their annual picnic last week at Bonselaar appointed executrix.
held Wednesday night Hans Dykhuis
Estate of Kornellus Mulder, deceased.
Riverside Park, Allegan. Among the
of Grand Haven, candidate for sheriff,
officers elected appear the following Will admittedto probate and Jan W.
secured 41 of the 43 delegates:Nyland
vice presidents: William Troutman of Garvelink appointed executor.
securing the 2. For the office of proseEstate of Fannie Brouwer et al,
Dorr. Jan W. Garvelink of Fillmore,A.
cuting attorney the delegation is di- W. Fisher of Ganges. Hein Brouwer of minors. New bnd of guardian filed.
vided.
Heath, Benj. Neerkin of Laketown, Estate of Hendrik Jan Klelnbriuk,deThe farmer's picnic held at Jenison William McCormick of Manlius. S. K. ceased. Bond filed and letters issued;
Park yesterday was a great success in Taner of Mouterey. Charles Sebright of appraisers appointed.
every way. Thousands of people were Salem and John Wynne of Saugatuck.
carried by the interurbanline and
many farmers drove to the park. The The Holland Carving & Moulding comcommitteesin charge had provided a pany of Holland have filed articles of
VIA THE
series of amusements and sports and association with the county clerk at
fhis city. The company is capitalized
all enjoyed the day's outing.
Marriage licenses in Allegan county at JjM5,000 and the stock is held as folwere issued to John R. Moyer of Chi- 'ows: William H. Thornton.Chicago.
TO GRAND K A Pi Da.
cago and Isabella Upham of Saugatuck, 2 shares; Clara WTh.ornton,Chicago,
SUNDAY.
SEPTEMBER 4
28
shares:
Cornelius
Vandeu
Heuvel,
Aibeitus J. Michmerhuizenof Overisei
Rate i0 cento.
and Susanna Knoll of Hamilton. Harry Holland. 20 shares. The company is
M. Bird of Saugatuckaud Estelle Put- incorporated under the laws of Michi- Train wll leave Holland at 11 a. m.
gan and Illinois.—Grand Haven Tribnam of East St. Louis, I!L
Wee posters, or
for particuune.
While Night PolicemanC. J. Doornlars.
H. F. MOELLER, C. P. A.
The funeral of Mrs. Johannes DeL'os was blackberryingsouth of Jenison
I’ark a few days ago he discovered a Weerd, who died suddenly at the Third
For Sale.
five-foot black snake on a tree. He Reformed church last Thursday night
A .'4-horse tread power, che ;p. This
at
prayer
meeting
after
testifying
for
promptly shot and then handcuffed the
the Lord, was held from the above tread will develop power enough! to run
reptile, placing it on exhibitiona few
u 13-inch silage cutter to its full cadays ago at Van Tongeren's cigar store. named church on Mondav afternoon. pacity and will cut a load of silage horn
The services were largely attended and
List of advertisedletters at the Hol- showed the esteem in which deceased In from 11 to 13 minutes and power to
land postoffice for the week ending was held. A husband and seven chil- elevate the same Into a 2<l-fooi eilo at
Aug. 26: James Doherty. Benjamin dren survive her. The children ar» the same time. This tread is mounted
Felsenthal, Mrs. Hattie Knapp. John Henry, of New Holland. Fred, who is on a set of four wheel trucks and is
Lcony. Dr. Jomes McGill, Miss H. Sel- •an evangelist in North Carolina,John. ready for business. We offer it for sale
dom G. E. TeasdaJe, Miss Anna Wes- William, Helena, Winnifredand Jean- because our business has outgrow^ it
terhold.
and we have installeda gasoline enette.
gine. If you want a good power cheap
Deputy Game Warden Brewster and
Henry
R. Van Eyck and Miss Lillian now is your time. I will sell the tread,
Deputy Hoyt were here Monday and
Mohr
were married last Thursday even- trucks and a lifting Jack all for $40.
notified those who have been in the
yactioe of seining for minnows that ing at the home of the bride. East No belting goes with it.

NCOURAGED
LI*

at

spring,

and perfect

in

every way, even

O TYLE,

Fit

the best

‘1X7E
V

V

tions in
fitting

invite

omitted which goes to produce one of

of Tailored Suits on the market today.

lines

Compare our

you

to call

and see our showing of Fall and Winter Suits and

Skirts. Do not forget that we employ an expert who makes alteraour Suits and Skirts free of charge, so as to give you a satisfactory

garment.

PRICES RANGE AS FOLLOWS:

$9.00, $10.50, $12.75,

$15.50, $16.75, $17.75, $17.25, $19.00, $22.00.

Remember Our Semi-Annual Clearance Sale
Continues Throughout the Month of August
33
East Eighth Street,
31 and

HOLLAND.
What we say we do we do

do.

m

VANDER PLOEG
I desire to

announce

to the public that I

.

am thoroughly ready

school this fail. Just think of

TWO TONS

for the

opening of

it!

TABLETS

OP

4000 3POTJNDS
Buying

in such a large quantity I

am

able to

Tablets for Pen, 5c. per

sell

cheap at the following

lb., 6 lbs. for

Tablets for Pencil, 3c. per

lb.,

rates.

25 cts.

10 lbs. for 25 cts.

or less sold to one person at a time. These Tablets have no covers
but at the price stated they sell as cheap as wrapping paper.

Only 25 cents worth

Tablets. 9x4 ins. good for Spelling, Excellent Pen
Only 1 cent each.
Not only have we tKe largest supply

of tablets in the city,

line of all sorts of

U

While

a?k

in

Paper

but I also carry a splendid

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

Chicago this week

I

purchased a

full line of

SCHOOL BOOKS

m

barn.

is

anywhere else.

Pere Marquette

*

and Finish— nothing

giving you as good and often better values for your money than you will find

EXCURSIONS

bu«Wr

in the little details.

prices with those of larger cities and you will find that Holland merchants are

out

,

by our phenomenal success in selling Tailored Suits last

we have this year bought an Elegant Line for Fall and Winter
wear, which arrived a few days ago, and is now ready for your inspection.
The designs of our Tailored Suits are wholly original and exclusive. Every
garment is carefully tailored by skilled workmen, made of dependable cloth

Saturday.

Eight street. Only relativeswere presthey must stop It. Bait dealers are nut
GARDNER AVERY.
ent. The Rev. D. S. Benedict of G/ace
please 3 with the order.
Forest Grove, Mich.
church performed the ceremony. Miss
illiim Boot and John Steketee have Agnes Mohr and William O. Van Eyck,
STATE OF MICHIGAN.
been appointed by Secretary G. J. Van sister and brother of the bride and
Probate Court for the county of
Duren to take the school census. Mr. groom respectively,were attendants. The
Ottawa
Steketee will canvass the Second. Third The couple left for Milwaukee on a
At a session of said court, held at the
and Fourth wards and Mr. Boot the short trip and will make their home
with (he bride'sfather. M. Mohr, 179 probate office in the city of Grand HaFirst and Fifth.
East Eighth street. The groom is chief ven. in said county, on the 24th day of
Rev. James Oesewaarde. chaplain in engineer
at the Holland sugar factory. August, A. D. 1904.
the regular army, is visitingin this
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
Both
bride and groom are well known
vicinityprevious to his departure for
and have the congratulationsof a large Judge of probate.
his station in California. Rev. OsseIn the matter of the estate of Gerrit
circle of friends.
waarde expects to proceed to the PhilJan Slebelink. deceased. Gerrit W.
Zeeland township elected the follow- Kooyers having filed in said court his
ippine islandsin the near future,
delegates to the Republican county final administration account, and his
A number of Zeeland people con- ing
convention: Joy E. Heck. C. Van Loo,
template moving to Baldwin countv C. Den Herder, H. De Krulf. Joseph petition praying for the allowance
thereof and for the assignment and dissouthern Alabama. Isaac Ver Lee of Nederveld, A. Lahuis, M. Van Zoeren,
Zeeland is agent for the Southern Plan- Jacob Van Zoeren. William Van Loo. tributionof the residue of said estate,
and for a determination of the state
talion DevelopmentCo., ’and air. Vei Henry Bouwens, H. De Pree. Herbert inheritancetax.
Lee expects to locate there also.
Kepei. Henry We ver, John Wever, J.
It is ordered, that the 19th day of
Another gross each of those pretty Van Valkenburg,G. Van Lopik, E. September.A. D. 1904. at ten o'clock
pm cushions and foot stools have ar- Pruim, Peter Huyzer, John De Hoop, in the forenoon, at said probate office,
rived. Your choice, pin cushions at 10 John Riderink. The delegates were inr be and is hereby appointed for examincents and foot stools at 30 cents each structed for M. A. Sooy of Zeeland as ing and allowing said account and
hearing said petition;
while they last, at VanArk Furniture candidate for prosecuting attorney.
Co.
It is further ordered, that public noTwenty years ago E. Van Lieu and
Sunday morning a horse and buggy C. P. Van Lieu, brothers,had a quar- tice thereof be given by publicationof
belonging to G. A. Klomparens wer* rel in Oneida county, N. Y. Cornelius a copy of this order, for three succestaken fiom the stables of the Ninth disappeared and his brother was ar- sive weeks previous to said day of
hearing. In the Ottawa County Times
Street ChristianReformedchurch. Th* rested on the charge of manslaughter,
a newspaper printed and circulatedin
officerswere notified and search was but was discharged.On Monday the said county.
made
country. On
o.In the rstirrounding
--------yu two
iwu uroinere
brothers urn
met unezpecieaiy
unexpectedly at the
me A true copy.
ZS~,r ,.h!1hor*e an<J
dls- Morton house in Grand Rapids. It was
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
co\ ered at the barn of the Beach Mil!- a happy meeting aud relieves the
Judge of Probate.
ing company. It is supposed that | brother who was charged with a crime
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
iwys took the rig and after using It, | from the shadow which has hung over
Judge of Probate.
Jeft It at the
, hira f0r the past years.
Aug. 2C-Sept.2.

and Winter

for Fall

For use

in the

High

School and District Schools.

In our neat store we shall welcome all children and will celebrate our first opening with
a F ull Line of School Supplies, by giving each child that buys something
(no matter how little)a nice

SOUVENIR
H.

Vander Ploeg,
44.

The Book

East Eighth Street,

store,

HOLLAND.

Atlas Wanted.

An Ottawa county
quire at this

atlas wanter. En-

office.

L &

Laketown.
Mr. Jones, a resident of Saugatuck.
whose summer home is north of that
village in Laketown, is dead after a

GRAAFSCHAP.
Gerrit and Abe Mulder took in the excursion to the Agricultural college

SPRIETSMA*
Breeders of

lingeringillness with consumption.
Threshers report that grain is not
yielding up to the average.

Ed. Reimlnk. Bert Scholten, Geo.
Hoffmt-yer. Abraham Van Anrooy and

L.

Higli-Class S. C.

20

Brown Leghorns

YEARLING HENS FOR SALE
Manufacturers' Agents

Wednesday.
Wanted, at Once.
Wanted, at once, experienced waist
finisher and skirtmaker.
MRS. E. E. RICE.
28 East Eighth St. Holland.
Aug. 19-Sept 2.

of

1

Incubators, Brooders and Poultry Supplies
Information on Poultry and Poultry Houses
CheerfullyGiven.

. . . City

Phone No. 152

f

